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ABSTRACT

The heat pipe is a capillary-driven and two-phase flow device, capable of
transporting and converting large amounts of energy with minimal losses.

As a means

of thermal management, uses of heat pipe technology not only include thermal control of
satellites and spacecrafts in aerospace applications, but also the cooling of electronic
components for ground applications. Recently, there has been a flourishing interest in
exploring the use of heat pipe technology in the automotive field.

However, in many

thermal control applications, heat pipes using room-temperature working fluids, such as
water or ammonia, with operating temperatures between 200 K (-73ºC) and 550 K
(277ºC), can hardly operate at steady state conditions. The study of transient heat pipe
phenomena becomes a significant area of research interests including not only startup and
shutdown phases, but also heat redistribution, changes of thermal loading and heat
removal.

The transient performance is affected by thermal capacity and conductance of

the heat pipe, capillary pumping forces, heating and cooling conditions.
In the present study, the transient operations of different conventional
room-temperature heat pipes were investigated analytically, including the capillary dryout
and rewetting behaviors occurring at the evaporator section during startups.

The

physical model is based on the displacement of a leading-edge front of a thin liquid layer
flowing on finite groove uniformly heated with a constant heat flux.

A one-dimensional

transient heat conduction model along the evaporator wall is coupled with the movement
of the fluid layer during startup.

Numerical solutions were obtained by a fully implicit

Finite Difference Method, accounting for the movement of the liquid and a known

iii

time-variable temperature boundary condition at the liquid front.

The velocity and

position of the liquid front were found to vary with the applied heat flux, the initial
conditions, and the thermophysical properties of the working fluid.
temperature distribution in the dried region was also predicted.

The wall

The working fluid

temperature distribution compared well with the experimental results from the literature
and provided good insight of the room-temperature startup phenomena.

The analysis

calculated the fluid depletion in the evaporator during startup which dictated the
maximum limit on startup power.
Combined effects of evaporator wall superheat, uniform longitudinal accelerations,
and formation of a liquid slug at the condenser end also were examined and implemented
in the current model.

Successful comparisons were found and demonstrated the ability

of predicting complex transient heat and mass transfer phenomena from a meaningful
analytically-based solution.

Keywords:
Dryout, Rewetting, Heat Pipe Transients, Room-Temperature Startups, Thermal
Mathematical Model.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Overview of Heat Pipe Basics
After four decades of extensive research on modern thermal management systems, the
heat pipe (HP) is utilized as passive capillary-driven heat transfer device, capable of
converting large amounts of energy with minimal losses (Peterson, 1994). With higher
effective thermal conductivities, heat pipes can transport heat loads from several orders of
magnitude more than the equivalent-sized homogeneous solid metals.
Historically, Gaugler (1944) from the General Motors Corporation first patented a
lightweight “heat transfer device,” which was working in similar manner to a Perkins tube
with a wick structure. The concept of the heat pipe was then forgotten for two decades
and re-discovered from a suggestion of Trefethen (1962) for the space program, but was
not widely publicized until the independent work of Grover et al. (1964) at the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory. Since then, the heat pipe has grown steadily all over the world for a
wide variety of applications, covering almost the complete spectrum of temperatures
encountered in heat transfer processes. As a means of thermal management, uses of heat
pipe technology not only include thermal control of satellites and spacecrafts in the
aerospace engineering, but also the cooling of electronic components for ground
applications. Heat pipes were the pioneer capillary two-phase flow devices from which
started other inventions and promising designs such as loop heat pipes (LHPs) and
capillary pumped loops (CPLs).

Recently, there has been a flourishing interest in

exploring the use of heat pipe technology in the automotive field. Researchers, for

2

example, are hoping to increase the overall car efficiency and thus, decrease the vehicle gas
consumption. Solutions proposed include lightweight technologies such as heat pipes,
LHPs, or CPLs which could be implanted in cars for solving problems of heat management.
Thermal prediction codes additionally need fast and accurate models on heat pipes for
simulating heat dissipation and providing databases for design purposes.
As illustrated in Fig. 1.1, a conventional heat pipe is a hermetically sealed tube
normally containing a wick structure and a working fluid in both the liquid and vapor
phases, where the liquid saturates the wick structure. It is generally divided in three
regions: an evaporator section, an adiabatic (or transport) section, and a condenser section.
When the evaporator section of the tube is heated, the liquid evaporates, thus absorbing the
latent heat of vaporization. Resulting in a pressure gradient in the vapor channel, the
vapor flows through the transport section to the colder end of the tube where it condenses
and rejects the latent heat absorbed. As vaporization occurs, the liquid meniscus recedes
into the wick structure while condensation results in a liquid mass addition and an
advanced meniscus. The difference between the capillary radii in the evaporator end rce
and condenser end rcc of the wick structure, as shown in Fig. 1.2, generates a net pressure
difference in the liquid-saturated wick. This pressure difference drives the liquid from the
condenser through the wick structure to the evaporator section. The overall process
continues as long as a sufficient capillary pressure allows the liquid to return back to the
evaporator (Faghri, 1995).
Since the latent heat of vaporization is usually very large, heat pipes are efficient
devices which transport considerable quantities of energy over relatively long distances
with a small temperature difference at their surface (Ivanovskii et al., 1982).
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Figure 1.1 Typical Heat Pipe Construction and Steady State Operations
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Figure 1.2 Radii of Curvature of the Liquid-Vapor Interface
in the (a) Evaporator Section and (b) Condenser Section
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Due to the two-phase flow characteristics of the working fluid, heat pipes have also been
conceived for other features such as:
1. Transferring variable heat fluxes at nearly isothermal temperatures without need
of an external pumping power.
2. Rendering isothermal a structure subjected to variations of temperature.
3. Adjusting heat rates between a hot and cold source from very different surfaces.
Heat pipes may also be classified in terms of working fluids utilized, geometry, and
purposes of applications (Peterson, 1994).

General Design Characteristics of Room-Temperature Heat Pipes
A heat pipe can theoretically operate at any temperature between the triple point and
the supercritical states of the working fluid utilized. However, depending upon the
applications and the maximum heat transport capability, each heat pipe has its own
operating range of temperature. Therefore, care must be taken in the choice of the
working fluid used according to the operating temperature, the pressure condition, but also,
the chemical compatibility with the container and wick materials (Chi, 1976).

Operating Temperature Range and Working Fluids
The operating temperature ranges of heat pipes are referred to as cryogenic from 0 to
200 K, room (low)-temperature from 200 to 550 K, medium-temperature from 550 to 770K,
and high (liquid metal)-temperature from 750 to 3000 K. These ranges have been defined
somewhat arbitrarily such that the currently known working fluids are generally the same
type within each range. The working fluids typically used in the room-temperature range
are mainly polar molecules and halo-carbon such as acetone, ammonia, alcohols, Freon
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and water; whereas, they are usually elemental or simple organic gases in the cryogenic
range, and liquid metals in the high-temperature range. The approximate useful range of
some room-temperature working fluids are indicated in Fig. 1.3. Low-temperature heat
pipes can achieve higher axial heat transfer more than cryogenic heat pipes, but less than
high-temperature heat pipes. The four limits of temperature ranges should only be
considered as approximate since some of the fluids overlap into the next temperature range.
Figure 1.4 depicts the surface tension and thermal conductivity of some room-temperature
working fluids. Regardless of the heat pipe geometry, the highest performance from a
heat pipe is obtained by utilizing fluids having a high liquid-vapor surface tension σ, high
latent heat Hfg, high liquid density ρl, and a low liquid dynamic viscosity µl. These
thermophysical properties are reported at the figure of merit (Chisholm, 1971; Chi, 1976),
defined as

η

ρlσ H fg
.
µl

(1.1)

It is preferable to use the working fluid which exhibits the highest figure of merit.
For heat pipes utilizing room-temperature working fluids, materials widely
encountered for wick structures and containers are copper for water and stainless steel or
aluminum for ammonia heat pipes. As shown in Figs. 1.3 and 1.4, water presents
excellent thermophysical properties such as heat of vaporization and surface tension, while
also having the benefit of being safe and handle at minimum costs.
Below the freezing point of water and above 200 K, anhydrous ammonia is an
excellent working fluid and is used widely in spacecraft and instrument control
applications in the most near-room temperature (200-350 K) range. However, care should
be taken to exposures to ammonia in the liquid and vapor states.
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Figure 1.3 Operating Temperature Ranges
of Some Working Fluids (Peterson, 1994)
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Geometry Designs and Wick Structures
As with all other heat pipes, low-temperature heat pipes present different geometric
designs depending upon the purposes of applications.

The most widespread is the

conventional or cylindrical heat pipe (HP), while other geometries such as flat plate heat
pipes (FPHP) and disk-shaped heat pipes (DSHP) are more used in the electronic and
microelectronic cooling. It is also important to mention that FPHP and DSHP can be
approximated from models of conventional heat pipes, assuming the wall and wick
thicknesses are less than the heat pipe diameter.
The main distinction of heat pipes, besides the working fluid and external geometry, is
the wick structure. The primary purpose of the wick is to provide a path for the return of
condensate and support the pressure gradients necessary for heat pipe operations. The
development of improved wick structures has resulted from efforts to extend the
operational limits of heat pipes. There are several types of wick structures commonly
used: screen, grooves, felt, and sintered powder. A summary review of heat pipes wick
designs is well described in Chi (1976). All of these wicks have a common feature. The
characteristic dimension for the liquid flow passages is the same as for pressure support.
They are made out of structures having a large dimension flow passage with a fine
connecting slot such as artery and/or monogroove heat pipes (Fig. 1.5). An ideal capillary
wick structure maximizes the flow paths radius while minimizing the pore surface radius.
The power transport capacity of the heat pipe will typically decrease as the angle of
operation against gravity increases. Since grooved and screen meshed wicks have limited
capillary force capability, they typically can not overcome significant gravitational forces,
and will dryout due to tilt angle. However, these wicks have demonstrated the ability to
work efficiently in zero-gravity environments and for spatial applications.
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For a better understanding of physical concepts involved in transient operations, this
investigation focuses on heat pipes typically found from the literature. These heat pipes
present a conventional geometry with either axially grooved or wrapped screens as wick
structures. A special configuration using a single graded groove structure additionally
will be considered. The function of a single graded groove structure is to enhance
capillary pumping without increasing the flow resistance.

Cross-sectional areas are

shown in Figs. 1.5 and 1.6 which illustrate heat pipe geometric characteristics.

Steady State Performance of Room-Temperature Heat Pipes
The design of room-temperature heat pipes also consists of determining the steady
states characteristics (heat transport limitations and heat pipe thermal resistance) as a
function of the operating temperature of the working fluid.

Heat Transport Limitations
The steady state performances of heat pipe are limited by various factors such as
working fluid properties, designed geometry, and pore size of the wick structure. The heat
transfer limitations associated with the heat pipe operations are viscous, sonic, condenser,
entrainment, capillary, and boiling limits. As shown by Busse (1973), for low-temperature
heat pipes, the high vapor pressure and density result in both a small vapor velocity and
pressure drop. Therefore, the viscous, sonic, and entrainment limits are typically not
reached, allowing the vapor to flow to the condenser section. For this reason, the capillary
and boiling limits are the major heat transport limitations encountered in room-temperature
heat pipes. Both of these limitations result in heat pipe failure and are described in the
following sections.
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Capillary Limit
When the capillary forces, developed throughout the wick, are insufficient to drive
back enough liquid from the condenser to the evaporator, dryout may occur in the
evaporator section and the heat pipe will fail to operate. Thus, the capillary limit is
defined as the power level at which capillary action first fails to supply enough fluid to wet
the entire evaporator. Under normal steady-state operations, the wick structure of a heat
pipe has to develop sufficient capillary-driven pressure to overcome the total pressure drop.
At any time, the following condition on the capillary pressure ∆Pcap must be satisfied

∆Pcap ≥ ∆Ptot ,

(1.2)

where the total pressure drop ∆Ptot is the sum of frictional pressure drops along the liquid
path ∆Pl, vapor path ∆Pv, pressure drops in the liquid due to body forces ∆Pg (gravity,
electromagnetic…), and pressure drops due to phase change at the liquid-vapor interface.
For room-temperature heat pipes, the pressure drops related to liquid-vapor phase change
are generally negligible since the evaporation or condensation rates are relatively low.
Hence, the balance of pressure drops may be reduced to:

∆Ptot = ∆Pl + ∆Pv + ∆Pg .

(1.3)

Under normal heat pipe operation, the liquid-vapor meniscus naturally accommodates its
radius of curvature to satisfy the pressure balance in Eq. (1.2). However, the radius of
curvature is a constraint of the effective pore size of the wick structure. The maximum
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capillary pumping developed by wick between the wet point and the dry point1 is reached
when
∆Pcap , max =

where reff is the effective pore radius.

2σ
,
reff

(1.4)

The maximum heat transport occurs when

∆Pcap , max = ∆Ptot .

Boiling limit
The other major limitation that room-temperature heat pipes may encounter is the
boiling limit. At higher applied heat flux, nucleate boiling may appear in the wick
structure. The formation of vapor bubbles in the wick can be undesirable causing hot
spots, obstructing the circulation of the liquid, and resulting in evaporator dryout. These
phenomena typically are associated with significant radial heat fluxes and occur at the
upper range of operating temperature of a room-temperature heat pipe. The determination
of the boiling limit is based on nucleate boiling theory. It involves two processes: 1) the
formation of bubbles and 2) the growth and collapse of these bubbles. At steady state
operations, the maximum heat transfer rate that can be developed to avoid boiling in the
wick structure is given by Chi (1976)

Qb =

1

2π Leff keff Tv , sat ⎡ 2σ
⎤
− ∆Pcap , max ⎥ ,
⎢
ρ v H fg ln( ri / rv ) ⎣ rn
⎦

(1.5)

Definitions: Wet point is defined as the point where the curvature of liquid meniscii is flat,
liquid and vapor pressure are equal. Dry point is the point where the curvature of the meniscii is
maximum
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where keff is the effective thermal conductivity of the liquid-wick combination, Leff is the
effective heat pipe length, Tv,sat is the saturated vapor temperature, rv and ri were defined in
Figs. 1.5 and 1.6, and rn is the critical nucleation site radius, which according to Dunn and
Reay (1982) ranges from 0.1 to 25.0 µm for conventional metallic heat pipe case materials.

Heat Pipe Thermal Resistance
To model the thermal behavior of a heat pipe, several authors (Dunn & Reay, 1982;
Peterson, 1994; and Faghri, 1995) propose an analogy-network of thermal resistances.
This model provides an efficient way to calculate the temperature gradient and heat fluxes
in the heat pipe under steady state conditions. The heat pipe is divided in eleven thermal
resistances arranged as in Fig. 1.7. The entire heat load imposed at the evaporator section
must be transported and rejected at the condenser section. The resistance for each
component of the heat pipe can be determined using Fourier’s law. Comparing the orders
of magnitude, Peterson (1994) stated that at steady state conditions, the axial thermal
resistances of wall and liquid-wick combination (Rp,a, Rw,a) were significantly high
compared to the axial vapor resistance (Rv,a) and radial resistances at the evaporator (Rp,e,
Rw,e) and condenser (Rp,c, Rw,c). Therefore, Rp,a and Rw,a may be considered as open
circuits. The interfacial thermal resistances also may be neglected for heat pipes using
room-temperature fluids. Under normal operations (below the capillary limit), another
simplification could be made by neglecting the vapor flow resistance. If equal to the
maximum capillary pressure drop, the vapor temperature drops ∆Tv could be estimated
from the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship, such as
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∆Tv =

ℜTv , sat 2 ∆Pv
ℜTv , sat 2 2σ
.
=
H fg Pv , sat H fg Pv , sat reff

(1.5)

where ℜ is the gas constant and Pv,sat is the saturated vapor pressure. For a conventional
100-mesh screened copper-water heat pipe at the saturated vapor temperature Tv,sat = 300 K,
the corresponding temperature drop is only 0.3 K.

Therefore, the vapor resistance

typically can be neglected. Thus, at steady state operations, the major thermal resistances
of the room-temperature heat pipes are the wall radial resistances and liquid-wick
combination radial resistances in the evaporator and condenser.

Figure 1.7 A Network System of Heat Pipe for Steady State Operations (Peterson, 1994)
•

Rext,e, Rext,c : contact resistances between the heat source and the evaporator
(resp. between the heat sink and the condenser)

•

Rp,e, Rp,c: radial resistances of the wall at the evaporator (resp. condenser)

•

Rw,e, Rw,c: radial resistances of the liquid-wick at the evaporator (resp. condenser)

•

Ri,e, Ri,c: liquid-vapor interfacial resistances at the evaporator (resp. condenser)

•

Rp,a, Rw,a, Rv,a: axial resistances of the wall, wick-liquid, and vapor.
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Transient Operations: Startups
In many thermal control applications, heat pipes typically do not operate at steady
state conditions. Transient operations have been involved since heat pipes were first used
as energy converters, capable of handling variable heat loads (Cotter, 1967). Many heat
pipes operate in transient conditions to manage heat dissipation problems and heat
fluctuations of electronic components (Garimella & Sobhan, 2001).

Thus, transient

operations not only include startup and shutdown phases, but also power changes, and
reversed heat pipe operations due to a condenser external heating. One of the most severe
cases of transient - which could lead to a potential operating failure - occurs at the initial
startup of a heat pipe in thermal equilibrium with its environment. Three types of startups
can be classified depending on the thermal environment and corresponding state of the
working fluid: 1) normal, 2) supercritical, and 3) frozen startups.
A normal startup refers to a sudden step increase of heat loads from zero to a given
load while the working fluid initially is static in a saturated liquid-vapor state. An initial
increase of heat pipe temperature or heat load input can generate a significant transfer of
working fluid from the evaporator to the condenser. This results from a specific volume
change across the liquid-vapor interface. Time response and distribution of the liquid
within the wick are primary factors for a successful startup. A supercritical startup refers
to the case where the working fluid (oxygen, nitrogen, etc...) is initially in a gaseous state
while for a frozen startup, the working fluid is in frozen state at initial conditions.
Therefore, during supercritical startups, the heat pipe must be cooled below the critical
point for the condensation of the working fluid to occur, whereas, during frozen startup, the
fluid must be melted before the heat pipe can operate.
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Motivation and Goals
Extensive investigations of the transient behavior of heat pipes have been conducted.
However, theoretical models and experimental data have primarily resulted from
investigations on high-temperature and cryogenic heat pipes. Other contributions have
focused on the startup of room-temperatures heat pipes from the frozen state (Ochterbeck,
2003). Relatively few efforts have focused on the behavior of room-temperature heat
pipes during normal startups, power pulses, and transient body force disturbances.
Because of practical limitations, relative short times, and simultaneous physical processes,
transient modeling has been more intuitive than fully understood. However, in applied
engineering, it is of interest for engineers and software developers to have in their
numerical models short-term predictions of heat pipe failures such as evaporator dryout
and to find effective methods to simulate the transient heat pipe operations. Additional
investigations made on the transients of room-temperature heat pipes also could contribute
to preliminary transient analyses of loop heat pipes and capillary pumped loops.
Thus, based on the physical knowledge, the present research work aims to:
1. develop a unique approach and validate a generic heat pipe model, capable of
simulating operations of room-temperature heat pipes during startups, power
pulses, and transient disturbances from body forces. The current model attempts
to be extensible to a broader range of heat pipe designs;
2. study and simulate the effects of heat loads and transient accelerations at the
evaporator section. These effects can cause significant redistribution of the
working fluid inside the wick structure and the occurrence of dryout/rewetting of
the evaporator wick;
3. include physical mechanisms at the condenser section when the liquid column
deprimes and rewets.
4. verify soundness of relevant physical transient heat transfer mechanisms and
provide necessary tools to advanced numerical analysis. Of particular interest,
the modeling of void formation during partial dryout in the porous wick;
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For model validation, various experimental results from past literature are compared
with those calculated from the present model. Physical criteria established by the model
will assist in the evaluation of heat pipe performance during partial wick dryout and liquid
recovery.

CHAPTER 2
STATE OF THE ART ON TRANSIENT HEAT PIPES

Wide interest in heat pipes has stimulated the development of numerous steady-state
and transient models. A literature review of testing and modeling efforts on transient heat
pipes is presented in this chapter with a special emphasis on room-temperature heat pipes.
Although dynamic responses of high-temperature and cryogenic heat pipes are not the area
of interests, similar physical phenomena and numerical approaches are suggested for
potential applicability to low-temperature heat pipes.

Therefore, the present review

synthesizes the most recent experimental and theoretical efforts made on transient
room-temperature heat pipes, and will provide a basis for further investigations.

Relevant Experimental Efforts
Cotter (1967) identified three fundamental startup modes. The temperature profiles
of these modes are illustrated in Fig. 2.1, where the abscissa represents the heat pipe length
starting from the evaporator (x = 0) to the condenser (x = L). The ordinate axis represents
the temperature while the numbers labeled on the curves are the time elapsed from the
startup. These different modes of startup are related to the situations where the initial
vapor density, at ambient temperature, is low (Fig. 2.a) or high (Fig. 2.b), and to the
presence of non-condensable gas (Fig. 2.c).

During normal transient conditions,

room-temperature heat pipes generally exhibit uniform startups, in which the vapor is in
continuum-flow conditions and the wick is saturated with liquid. Uniform startups may
rapidly be achieved without failures (Faghri, 1995).
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Figure 2.1 Heat Pipe Temperature Profiles during Transient Startup (from Cotter 1967)
(a) Uniform, (b) Frontal, and (c) Frontal with Non-Condensable Gas

Although working fluids utilized such as water and ammonia would not freeze during
normal startup, most of the studies have focused on the frozen startup (122 - 550 K) for
purposes of space applications (Faghri, 1992). A summary review of modeling and
testing efforts on the frozen startup of room-temperature heat pipe is provided in
Ochterbeck (1997). It is shown that non-condensable gas helps the frozen startup process
by avoiding the evaporator dryout.
Experiments on the “fully-thawed” startup of room-temperature heat pipes are very
limited. Among the conclusive experiments, there are two approaches related to the
transient response of heat pipes. The first approach was to measure thermodynamic
variables (temperature, pressure) while the second approach attempted to focus on the
transient liquid flow characteristics into the wick structure.
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Measurements of Thermodynamic Variables
With experimental data on internal heat pipe temperatures and pressures, the heat
transported and eventual dryout conditions could be predicted regardless of the liquid flow
dynamics. One of the first investigations, Colwell & Chang (1984), made a series of tests
on an 80-cm long Freon (R11) stainless-steel heat pipe under normal and supercritical
startups. The capillary structure was composed of screen layers (100 and 40 mesh).
Measurements of transient vapor and wick temperature profiles and model predictions
were shown for a normal startup from an initial room-temperature which was below the
critical temperature of the working fluid. Colwell & Chang (1984) concluded:
1. For modest thermal loadings, the heat pipe “accommodated smoothly” to any
sudden changes in heat input, cooling rates, or ambient temperature and will reach
steady state.
2. For heavier thermal loadings, partial dryout of the wick structure and rewetting
occurred at the evaporator section. Nearly uniform temperatures were observed
in the wetted region and vapor pressures accommodated smoothly to steady state.
3. For extremely high thermal loadings, dryout failure of the entire evaporator
section and high overall resistance were observed, additionally with large
pressure and temperature gradients.
4. Screened-wick heat pipes exhibited a quasi-steady behavior. They could quickly
adjust the fluid flow without dryout for thermal loads as large as the maximum
capillary heat transport.
Pulsed startup tests conducted by Ambrose et al. (1987) using a screen-wicked copper
water heat pipe improved the previous statements.

For heat loads higher than the

maximum capillary transport, it was observed that 1) heat pipes without thermal energy
storage will always experience full evaporator dryout and 2) heat pipes with thermal
energy storage will behave as described in Colwell and Chang (1984).
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Jang (1990) measured the axial variations of the wall temperature in a 1-m long axially
grooved copper water heat pipe subjected to variable heat loads from ambient conditions to
steady-state. Within the range of operations and for same power-step increase, higher
quantities of energy were transported when the heat pipe operated at higher temperatures.
Evaporator dryout was reported when a rapid increase of temperature at the evaporator
end-cap occurred while temperature remained steady in the adiabatic and condenser sections.
The most effective way to rewet the evaporator was to incline up the condenser section.
Without gravitational effects, even with power turned off, the rewetting was not
straightforward unless the heat pipe was kept at isothermal conditions for a long time.
Later, El-Genk & Huang (1993) investigated the transient response of a typical
horizontal 600 mm-long copper water heat pipe. The wick structure was made with a
double layered, 150 mesh copper screen. The vapor temperature was measured along the
centerline of the heat pipe using a special probe made of thin-walled brass tube
instrumented with eleven thermocouples equally spaced. Eleven thermocouples were
also attached to the wall surface. The heat pipe was electrically heated in a uniform
manner and convectively cooled by a cooling water jacket. Uniform vapor temperatures,
as exponential functions of time, were noticed while wall temperatures were nearly
uniform (5 K gradients) in each heat pipe region due to axial conduction pronounced near
the evaporator end and the condenser entrance. The time constants of vapor temperature
and effective power transported during the heat-up and cool-down processes were
functions of the heat load input and the water flow rate in the cooling jacket.
In a follow-up study, El-Genk et al. (1995) experimentally investigated the effect of
inclination angle on the transient response of a gravity-assisted copper-water heat pipe
subjected to pulsed changes in input heat at variable cooling rates. Results indicated that
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inclination angle insignificantly affects the transient response for elevated condenser
conditions. The difference between the electrical heat input (575W) and the steady-state
effective power transported (443W) was approximately equal to the heat losses in the
evaporator by natural convection to the ambient.

Good agreement between the

experimental data and the predictions of the HPTAM (Heat Pipe Transient Analysis Model)
was found for the effective power transported, the vapor temperature, and the wall
temperatures.
More recently, Wang & Vafai (2000 a, b) performed experimental investigations on a
flat plate copper water heat pipe (190.5 × 139.7 × 34.93 mm3) during startup and shutdown
cycles. The wick structure, attached to the wall, was sintered copper powder. Heat flux
input at the evaporator varied from 1 to 104 W/m2; whereas, the convective heat transfer
coefficient at the condenser was measured between 285-1260 W.m-2.K-1.

The wall

temperature was found to nearly be uniform. As found in El-Genk et al. (1995), the
concept of time constants to reach steady-state also was introduced for characterizing the
transients. Wang & Vafai (2000 a, b) showed that, during a combination of startup and
shutdown, the internal temperatures remained spatially uniform. Additionally, the time
constants (varying between 54 to 84 min) were strongly affected by the heat transfer
coefficient and less affected by the heat input. The experimental results were compared
with the analytical model of Zhu & Vafai (1998) and were found to be in very good
agreement.
Recently, Legierski et al. (2006) developed a general approach of wall temperature
measurements coupled with simulations of internal vapor temperatures to determine the
transient behavior of a heat pipe during a heat-up. They inserted a water heat pipe
between two source-tanks for which they followed each temperature variation. One tank
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was filled with hot water while the cold source–tank was initially full of water at ambient
temperature. Temperature measurements of the evaporator and condenser ends were also
made using a thermographic camera. Besides the experiment, Legierski et al. (2006)
generated a three-dimensional model of heat pipe under the software Fluent® including the
Hertz-Knudsen model for the mass effects of liquid evaporation and condensation but
neglected the heat and fluid effects within the wick. Good agreement of temperature
profiles between experimental and simulation results were obtained after adjusting the
evaporation coefficients. The transient effective thermal conductivity was then deduced
from the simulations.

Experimental Investigations on Liquid-Wick Characteristics
Several authors (Chang et al., 1984; Ambrose et al., 1987; Ambrose & Holmes, 1991,
Wang & Vafai, 2000 a, b) showed that the transient hydraulic response of
room-temperature working fluids (order of magnitude of few seconds) is much faster than
the thermal response of heat pipe wall (from several minutes to hours). A quasi-hydraulic
response in homogeneous-wicked heat pipe was generally considered during startups.
However, if the working fluid dynamics does not affect thermal responses, the liquid
distribution in the wick is an important criterion during transients. This is because
sufficient liquid needs to be capillary-driven from the condenser. Some authors focused
on visualizing the liquid entrainment and wick dryout/rewetting in heat pipes.

Visualization of Liquid Entrainment, Wick Dryout/Rewetting
Merrigan et al. (1986) obtained neutron radiograph tests of a molybdenum-lithium
heat pipe to show the excess liquid volume pools at the end of the condenser, thus reducing
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the effective heat pipe length. Due to the dependence of the liquid specific volume with
saturation temperature, the liquid volume generally increases during startup. Therefore,
the liquid pooling process was mainly observed for working fluids presenting a high
thermal expansion coefficient, such as liquid-metals and water (Tournier & El-Genk, 1994).
A schematic of liquid pooling process is presented in Fig. 2.2.
Dehart & Best (1987) designed a particular flat copper-water heat pipe with a glass
wall cross section and a 100-mesh screened wick. They measured vapor pressure and
temperature and surface wick temperature in the condenser and evaporator. The authors
observed wick dryout and subsequent rewetting similarly to the experiments of Colwell &
Chang (1984). At low input power, the liquid normally rewetted, while at high input
power and below the supercritical state, the startup resulted in boiling and partial dryout of
the evaporator.
Reagan & Bowman (1999) studied the effect of transient body forces on the transient
dryout and rewetting performance of heated capillary rectangular grooves.

An

experiment measured the rate of evaporation and liquid distribution of ethanol in the
capillary structure as function of time. Interesting visual observations made on the liquid
height confirmed liquid recession along the groove up to the front location. The transient
body forces could cause dryout or rewetting of the groove structure. In addition, the
extent of dryout was found to depend on the magnitude and duration of the body force
transient. A numerical model of the transient liquid flow was developed in very good
agreement with the experimental data of liquid distribution. However, this model was not
coupled with the thermal dynamic response of a room-temperature heat pipe.
Although it is not an easy task to monitor such transient liquid mechanisms occurring
inside a closed pipe, accurate measurements of liquid front locations in the evaporator and
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Fig. 2.2 Liquid Pooling at the Heat Pipe Condenser Section (Tournier & El-Genk, 1994)
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determination of the liquid puddle (and wet point) at the condenser are necessary for
benchmarks. Since complex phenomena occur in the wick, capillary flow properties and
wick saturation also have to be estimated experimentally.

Measurements of Transient Liquid Saturation in the Wick
Most measurements of liquid saturation within the wick were reported in steady state
operations using a neutron radiography (Moss & Kelly, 1970; Merrigan et al., 1986),
beta-ray attenuation method (Eninger, 1976), and electrical capacitance technique (Shishido
et al., 1984). A few authors attempted to measure the liquid saturation under transient heat
pipe operations.
Ambrose et al. (1988) was the first investigator to make X-radiography measurements
of the liquid saturation of homogeneous mesh-screened wick during transient heat pipe
operations. The authors performed verification tests on a Freon-copper/beryllium heat
pipe to predict liquid distribution under pulsed heat loading conditions. A steep reduction
in saturation was shown at the evaporator section during transient and steady state
operations.

In a follow-up study, Ambrose et al. (1991) included the saturation

dependence of the wick thermal properties for more detailed transient liquid analyses.
However, since the liquid model was decoupled from the energy balance and the heat
source used was not perfectly uniform, only temperature trends compared favorably.
Accuracy of saturation measurements using an X-radiography might also be questioned.

Conclusions
A literature review of the most recent experimental studies on room-temperature heat
pipes was performed. The objective was to gather data and relevant physical phenomena
to validate numerical models. A few experiments on fully-thawed startups and shutdowns
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of room-temperature heat pipes were attempted. Most prior experiments basically have
been performance tests rather than full investigations on physical fundamentals. Some
conclusions can be summarized as follow:
1. Experimental data available to benchmark transient vapor temperatures and
pressures and wall temperatures are found in Ambrose et al. (1987), Jang (1990),
El-Genk & Huang (1993), El-Genk et al. (1995), and Vafai & Wang (2000 a, b)
for conventional and flat-plate heat pipes.
2. Additional investigations are required on the transient liquid-wick behavior of
room-temperature heat pipes. The distribution of the working fluid in the wick,
occurrence of early dryout/rewetting of the evaporator, and liquid entrainment at
end of the condenser affect the overall transient heat pipe response. Although it
is hard and costly to monitor such transient liquid-wick phenomena, experimental
data are needed for model predictions.
3. The temperature variations of thermophysical properties of the working fluid must
be taken into account for the transient modeling of room-temperature heat pipes.
4. Presence of non-condensable gas may affect the transient response of
room-temperature heat pipes under fully-thawed startups.
The next section gives a detailed account of previous transient heat pipe modeling
efforts reported in the literature.

Analytical and Numerical Modeling Efforts
Theoretical simulations of heat pipe operations are an important complement of
experimental investigations. Five references (Bowman, 1991; Faghri, 1995; Tournier &
El-Genk, 1996; and Garimella & Sobhan, 2001) provide a general review of modeling and
testing efforts of transient heat pipe operations.

Most of these investigations have

primarily been conducted on high-temperature and cryogenic heat pipes. The transient
modeling typically requires input parameters such as heat pipe geometry, type of wick
structure, thermophysical properties of the working fluid, initial and test conditions. The
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modeling outcomes are the transient temperatures of the wall and liquid-wick combination,
vapor pressures and temperatures, liquid and vapor flow velocities, and liquid distribution
in the wick. Transient heat pipe models could be classified in three categories, each
increasing the level of detail and complexity:
1. Simplified generic models which simulate vapor flow and energy transfer without
accounting for the fluid flow dynamics into the wick (mostly analytical models);
2. Geometrically-based models which consider selected heat pipe regions and
simulate vapor, wick, and wall regions, without accounting for the fluid flow
dynamics into the wick (numerical models);
3. Functional detailed models which predict the radius of curvature of the meniscus
at the liquid-vapor interface or couple the liquid and vapor hydrodynamics
(mostly numerical models).
However, available assumptions and some of the modeling techniques from the
current literature have to be examined for applicability to transient room-temperature heat
pipes. This section reviews in details the previous and major transient heat pipe modeling.
These models included a variety of assumptions and solving numerical techniques which
are reported in Table A.1 of Appendix I.

Simplified Generic Models
The heat pipe can be initially modeled as a simple thermal system where temperature
distribution is the main transient parameter.

Lumped Capacitance Models
Because of its simplicity and quick predictions, many investigators (Beam, 1985;
Ambrose et al., 1987; Kuramae & Ito, 1992; and Faghri & Harley, 1994) have employed
the lumped capacitance model as ideal for modeling transient temperatures.

Such

analytical models can only be used 1) if thermal capacitance and overall thermal resistance
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of the entire heat pipe are low compared to the heater and cooler components, or 2) if the
effective thermal conductivity of the heat pipe is high and the overall mass is low. For
most normal transients, the vapor is typically in continuum flow conditions and the wick is
saturated with liquid. In these situations, the transient lumped analysis can be utilized
assuming uniform internal temperature at any given time. Applying an energy balance on
the entire volume V of the heat pipe, it follows

( ρ cV )tot

dT
= Q(t ) − (Qconv + Qrad )(t ) ,
dt

(2.1)

where Q is the heat rate input at the evaporator section and Qconv, Qrad are the heat rates
removed at the condenser section respectively by convection and by radiation. The
overall specific heat capacity of the heat pipe (ρcV)tot includes the specific heat of the fluid,
the wick structure and the wall. Solutions of Eq. 2.1 depend on the boundary heat transfer
modes and initial condition imposed to the heat pipe. If the condenser is only cooled by
convection, Newton’s Law of Cooling can model the output power, and the lumped
parameter model reduces to

( ρ cV )tot

dT
= Q(t ) − hc Ac (T (t ) − T∞ ) ,
dt

(2.2)

where Ac is the external lateral area of the condenser, T∞ is the ambient temperature, hc is
the heat transfer coefficient generally assumed constant and estimated from the
steady-state data. The time constant τ of the transient response is

τ=

( ρ cV )tot
.
hc Ac

(2.3)

Faghri & Harley (1994) developed analytical solutions with different boundary conditions
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at the evaporator and condenser sections by 1) increasing and decreasing of the cooling
level while maintaining uniform heat input, or 2) increasing and decreasing of the heat
input at a constant cooling temperature.
For high-temperature heat pipes, a radiative boundary condition at the evaporator was
solved in a non-linear differential equation. The transient model was also extended to
account for axial conduction in non-condensable gas-loaded heat pipes. However, for
most room-temperature heat pipes, the radiative boundary condition can be neglected if

H* =

''
ε m k B (T + T∞ ) (T 2 + T∞2 )
Qrad
=
< 0.1 ,
''
Qconv
hc

(2.4)

where εm is the wall emissivity and kB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant equal to
5.6687×10-8 W.m-2.K-4.

On a typical copper-water heat pipe operating at ambient

temperature 295 K, for heat pipe temperatures T = [ 300 - 500 K ] and hc = [ 20 - 1000
W.m-2.K-1 ], the parameter H* varies from 10-4 to 0.002, and radiation effects are negligible.
Kuramae & Ito (1992) also proves for different samples of heat pipes that the temperature
profiles given by the lumped capacitance approximation generally underestimates the
experimental values and the Biot number less than 0.1 should be respected for using such a
model. In some cases, transient axial or radial temperature distributions will have to be
better known where extended models such as transient thermal network and one
dimensional model may be required.

Thermal Resistance Network and One-dimensional Models
As discussed in the steady state analysis earlier, the overall temperature difference
between the heat source and heat sink is one of the important parameters in transient heat
pipe analysis. According to Kuramae & Ito (1992), the axial heat transfer resistance
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model is “inappropriate” for characterizing transients of room-temperature heat pipes in
which latent heat transport predominates. Therefore, the one-dimensional radial heat
conduction and network of thermal resistances for steady state were extended for transient
heat pipe analyses. These generalized transient thermal models can account for the
axial/radial conduction and deduce the transient temperature drops. Each part of the heat
pipe can be separated into an individual electrical-thermal analogy resistance. Thus, the
temperature

gradient

is

analytically

determined

by

solving

one-dimensional

spatio-temporal differential equations.
Cullimore et al. (1985) developed the computer code ASAHP (Advanced Simulation
and Analysis of Heat Pipes) which used a thermal and flow resistance technique. The
applicability of ASAHP to transient simulations was limited because it assumed
quasi-steady state hydrodynamics. Zuo & Faghri (1998) modeled the transient response
of a conventional heat pipe as a network of thermal resistances coupled with a
thermodynamic cycle of the working fluid circulation.

The transient behavior was

described by a first order linear differential equations, and a temperature-entropy (T-s)
diagram was used to account for the fluid thermodynamic cycle. The comparison with
experimental data of a copper-water heat pipe (El-Genk & Huang, 1993) was good. A
dimensionless number Ψ was introduced to evaluate the thermal compatibility of heat
pipe geometry and the type of working fluid and wall material used,

Φ
≥1,
Θ

(2.5)

tw
rv4
Tµ
and Θ  2keff 2v v2 .
ρ v H fg
2ro Lc ( Le + La + Lc )

(2.6)

Ψ
where
Φ
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Le, La, and Lc are respectively the lengths of the evaporator, adiabatic, and condenser
sections, tw is the wick thickness, and ro is the outside radius of the heat pipe shell.
Zhu & Vafai (1998) and Wang & Vafai (2000 c) also employed analytical models for
flat plate (FPHP) and disk-shaped heat pipes (DSHP) with asymmetrical heating. Integral
method solutions were obtained in the wall and wick. Additional equations for mass and
momentum were numerically integrated in the vapor region, assuming a liquid-vapor
interface temperature at each step. Since the vapor was assumed saturated, the solution
did not require the use of energy equation. Although transient temperature, velocity,
pressure distributions, and effective throughput power were obtained, no comparison with
experiments was included.
Recently, Xuan et al. (2004) conducted experimental and numerical analyses of a
FPHP in which a layer of sintered copper powder was applied to the heat pipe surface for
enhancing the evaporation process.

An effective thermal model, based on

one-dimensional radial and axial conductive heat transfer, was proposed to study the
dynamic response of FPHP. Under some assumptions (ideal gas for vapor, low velocity
vapor flow, and initial thermal equilibrium) and some approximations (on the thermal
conductivity and heat capacity), theoretical results only agreed with experimental values to
a certain extent. The numerical model may be especially improved with approximations
made for the thermal properties of the sintered powder liquid-wick.
Murer et al. (2005) also developed a one-dimensional model to quickly simulate the
transient evolution of the mass flow rates, pressures and temperatures of the working fluid,
and the wall temperatures along a miniature heat pipes. Based on hydraulic (porosity,
permeability, pore radius) and thermal parameters (evaporator and condenser conductances,
saturated wick capacitances) which had to be determined experimentally, the numerical
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solution was capable of evaluating the capillary flow limit. Murer et al. only validated the
model with the experimental steady-state case of a flat copper-water miniature heat pipe,
but the model was extended to a step change of power. Future investigations were
recommended to account for the saturation dependence of wick parameters.

Liquid Transient Behavior and One-dimensional Models
Two categories of studies exist for modeling the liquid transient behavior: the first one
coupled the hydrodynamic of the liquid rewetting with the transient variations of the heat
pipe temperature (Ivanovskii et al., 1982; Ambrose et al., 1987; Yan & Ochterbeck, 1999;
and Couto et al., 2002); whereas, the second one focused on the physical aspects of
rewetting process of grooved flat plates with uniform heating (Peng & Peterson, 1992 a;
Chang & Zhang, 1994; and Yan & Ochterbeck, 1996).
Extending the work of Beam (1985), Ambrose et al. (1987) carried out analytical and
experimental investigations on the liquid rewetting behavior of a copper-water heat pipe with
a screen wick under pulsed heat loads. Partial and full dryout were predicted by coupling a
lumped capacitance model with the liquid mass conservation. Comparisons with the
experimental data showed moderate agreement.

Ambrose et al. (1987) suggested to

considering the supplement of energy stored in the dried region of the evaporator. Peng &
Peterson (1992) for an infinitively long heated plate, followed by Chang & Zhang (1994) for
a finite grooved plate, determined the rewetting velocity and the axial plate temperature
distribution. They both introduced the concept of capillary induced flow opposed by the wall
shear stress using a momentum balance. While Peng & Peterson (1992 a) utilized a steady
state transformed heat conduction equation, Chang & Zhang (1994) used a transient form.
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Later, Yan & Ochterbeck (1996) proposed an integral method solution for the
rewetting process of finite plate subjected to a uniform heating. The latter physical model
also was applied in Yan & Ochterbeck (1999) for determining the supercritical startup of
cryogenic heat pipes. However, one limitation of these previous models is that the liquid
layer can not recede and deprime the wick structure. Also, each of the current models
considers a flat liquid-vapor interface perpendicular to the liquid flow direction.
Recently, Couto et al. (2002) extended the transient model of Yan & Ochterbeck
(1999) to account for the parasitic heat loads causing the liquid to evaporate along the
liquid column during the supercritical startup of cryogenic heat pipes. The solution was
numerically solved with a fully implicit scheme and a moving liquid boundary condition.
The rewetting behavior of the liquid column and dryout of the liquid slug in the vapor
channel were predicted. Good agreement with experimental results was found.

Geometrically-based Models
As shown in the previous section and for better accuracy, transient modeling requires
focusing on specific heat pipe regions.

Colwell and Chang (1984) stated that the

“transient normal operations can be accurately predicted using transient heat conduction
equations applied to the shell (container) and to the combination fluid-capillary structure
with appropriate initial and boundary conditions”. For these models and even for cases of
one-dimensional approximations, numerical techniques are commonly utilized. Colwell
& Modlin (1992), Bowman (1991), and Faghri (1995) provide information regarding the
numerical treatment of heat pipe transients. One of the most challenging tasks is to
conjugate the key governing equations of the unsteady thermal aspect with the quasi-steady
or unsteady behavior of the fluid dynamics.
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Vapor Region
The vapor region received particular attention since the vapor flow transports the
latent heat from the evaporator to the condenser. Several assumptions can be made
regarding 1) model dimensionality, 2) nature and type of vapor flow, 3) coupling with wall
and wick heat conduction, and 4) transient or quasi-steady approximation.
One-dimensional models are commonly found for either high-temperature heat pipes
(Hall & Doster, 1990; Bowman et al., 1991-93; Jang et al., 1990, Jang & Faghri, 1991; and
Tournier & El-Genk, 1996) or low-temperature heat pipes (Chang & Colwell, 1984, 1985;
Tournier & El-Genk, 1994; and Zuo & Faghri, 1997). The one-dimensionality provides
sufficient accuracy and decreases computation times, but it is inadequate for predicting the
axial heat transfer under large pressure gradients. Two-dimensional (r, z) vapor models
(Bowman & Hitchcock, 1988; Issacci et al., 1991; Cao & Faghri, 1990; Tournier &
El-Genk, 2003; Sobhan et al., 2000; and Mikheyev et al., 2002) are required when large
radial temperature gradients may develop through the wall, wick and vapor regions during
the startup process. This is the case for low-vapor density and high vapor velocities
occurring in metal heat pipes.

They can include physical phenomena such as

blowing/suction and shear-stress at the liquid-vapor interface. The effects of body forces
were always neglected in the cited references.
The three-dimensional vapor models are very few. Zhu & Vafai (1998) analytically
modeled the vapor as three-dimensional compressible quasi-steady flow in an
asymmetrical flat plate heat pipe. The boundary layer approximations were employed to
describe the vapor flow under conditions including strong reversal flow. For conventional
heat pipes, Lee (2004) examined a three-dimensional quasi-static vapor flow model
coupled with time dependent pressure and temperature as boundary conditions. Using
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Laplace transforms and an implicit Finite Difference Method, solutions for temperature
and thermal deformation distributions were quickly found. However, no comparison
between the numerical model and experimental data was made.
Additionally, Bowman & Hitchcock (1988) and Bowman et al. (1992) assumed the
vapor flow to be laminar, incompressible in space and compressible in time, and showed
that the ideal gas model generated errors on vapor velocity and transient axial pressures.
Bowman & Beran (1993) improved the previous vapor models using a more accurate
closure relationship between vapor density and vapor temperature. The relationship
expressed density as series of polynomial functions curve-fitted from the saturated vapor
data. An implicit scheme was used for solving the governing equations. Comparisons
between the model and the experimental data for a copper water heat pipe at moderate heat
transfer rates showed good agreements. The assumption on the vapor as compressible in
time and incompressible in space may be valid for transient modeling of room-temperature
heat pipes as long as the vapor velocities remain relatively small (laminar regime).
However, Bowman & Beran (1993) models did not couple the vapor flow with the wall and
wick thermal effects.
Later, Zuo & Faghri (1997) developed a numerical model coupling the vapor, liquid
and wick, and wall regions in a single calculation domain. Quasi-steady, one-dimensional
vapor flow was coupled with transient two-dimensional heat conduction in the wall and
wick. Vapor flow was solved using a Finite Difference Method (FDM), and the wall and
wick regions were solved with a Boundary Element Method (BEM). The work essentially
compared the effectiveness of different numerical techniques. It was found that the hybrid
FDM-BEM scheme offered greater time performances.

The quasi-steady state

assumption of the vapor flow, used by Bowman et al. (1992), Chang & Colwell (1985) for
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low-temperature heat pipes, was justified also by a dimensional analysis on characteristic
times. For Zuo & Faghri (1997), the quasi-steady state assumption typically remained
valid for slow transients as long as moderate heat and cooling fluxes were imposed.

Wall Region
Various numerical models usually consider two-dimensional (r, z) transient wall
conduction. For high heat loads, the wall thickness and thermal conductivity can be
predominant factors on the control of transient operations. Radial temperature gradients
through the wall can not be neglected in these situations. A three-dimensional treatment
of non-conventional heat pipes (Cao & Faghri, 1991) and a multiple source analysis
(Faghri & Buchko, 1991) were needed for a non-uniform heat input. However, effects of
external boundary conditions such as wall superheat at the evaporator section, thermal
mass of high thermal capacity (heater saddle, cooling jacket, or fins at the condenser
section) have been subjected to very few investigations on imposed transients. Ambrose
et al. (1987) only accounted for the initial inertia of the heater by introducing a time-lag
term in its transient temperature profiles.

Liquid-Wick Region
The characterization of the liquid-capillary structure is another important issue
requiring attention for room-temperature heat pipes. Many authors dealing with the
transient liquid-metal heat pipes (Tilton et al., 1988; Cao & Faghri, 1990) neglected the
liquid flow dynamics and assumed pure heat conduction through the homogeneous liquid
saturated-wick. Similar to the wall models, the liquid-wick combination was treated as
two-dimensional transient conduction with an effective thermal conductivity and effective
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heat capacity. Although effective thermal conductivity and heat capacity for different wick
can be found in Peterson (1994) and Faghri (1995), the effects on heat transport have not yet
been well characterized. Energy storage in the wick structure may affect also the transient
behavior of room-temperature heat pipes (Ambrose et al., 1987). Faghri et al. (1991)
included the effect of the liquid in the wick by treating this region as a saturated and isotropic
porous medium, but determined the pressures profiles along the heat pipe independently.
Neglecting the hydrodynamic coupling between the vapor and the liquid momentum
equations can result in errors when calculating vapor pressure drops, liquid and vapor flow
rates. More detailed analyses of the physical liquid mechanisms in the wick are necessary.
A recent experimental and analytical work conducted by Reagan & Bowman (1999)
developed a transient one-dimensional code of the liquid flow in a non-uniformly heated,
axial square groove. The transient body forces, shear stress, axial conduction through the
fluid, and evaporation were included. Dryout and rewetting of the groove were allowed by
axial variations of the meniscus level. Within the uncertainty of the measurements, the
numerical codes predicted the correct movement of the liquid-front location.

Functional Detailed Models
Because of the capillary pumping between the evaporator and condenser, liquid flow
dynamics and interfacial liquid-vapor phenomena are included in functional models. Two
major detailed transient models (THROHPUT, HPTAM) have been presented.

Liquid-Vapor Interfacial Phenomena
The physical mechanisms occurring at the liquid-vapor (L-V) interface during
transients are still under investigation, especially for predicting the capillary and dryout
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limits (Seo & El-Genk, 1989), and for understanding transient characteristics of miniature
and micro-heat pipes (Suman et al., 2005). All transient models assume thermodynamic
equilibrium of liquid and vapor phases. Among the literature, two approaches are taken:
L-V interfacial coupling are 1) simply incorporated as a closure relationship in the
boundary conditions, or 2) subjected to more detailed studies.
The first approach consists in determining the evaporation and condensation rates.
Therefore, many models (Cao & Faghri, 1990) employed an interfacial energy balance
knowing interfacial heat fluxes, while others (Hall & Doster, 1990) utilized the interfacial
L-V resistance from the classical kinetic theory which relates the net evaporative mass flux
to the fluid thermodynamic properties,
P ⎞
⎛ 2γ ⎞ M ⎛ Pvi
m "net = m "evap − m "cond = ⎜
− v ⎟,
⎜
⎟
Tv ⎟⎠
⎝ 2 − γ ⎠ 2πℜ ⎜⎝ Tli

(2.7)

where γ is an accommodation coefficient and varies with respect to the working fluid and
temperature ranges utilized, M is the molecular weight, Tli is the local liquid temperature at
the liquid-vapor interface, and Pvi is the equilibrium saturation vapor pressure at the local
liquid temperature.
The latter pressure can be evaluated using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, assuming
constant latent heat of vaporization, Hfg,
⎛ H fg
Pvi = Pref exp ⎜ −
⎜ ℜ
⎝

⎛1
1
⎜⎜ −
⎝ Tl Tref

⎞⎞
⎟⎟ ⎟ ,
⎟
⎠⎠

(2.8)

where Pref, Tref are the reference pressure and temperature.
The second approach focuses on the transient variations of the curvature of the liquid
meniscus. Seo & El-Genk (1989) related the radius of curvature of the liquid meniscus
with the amount of vapor present in the wick of a liquid metal heat pipe. The void fraction
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was expressed in terms of wick porosity, vapor core diameter, and radius of curvature. A
geometric relationship satisfied the interfacial force balance. The capillary limit was
reached when the radius of curvature was equal to the geometric pore radius. More
recently, following a series of models carried on V-shaped groove heat pipe, Suman et al.
(2005) modeled the transient behavior of micro-grooved heat pipe based on a macroscopic
approach. Results show that the profile of the radius of curvature is capable of predicting
the onset of the dryout point. The model predictions are successfully compared with the
experimental data of dryout length (Anand et al., 2002).

THROHPUT
The Thermal Hydraulic Response Of Heat Pipes Under Transients (THROHPUT)
code, developed by Hall & Doster (1990), incorporated the liquid flow into the wick,
coupled the liquid and vapor phases, described the different vapor flow regimes using the
Dusty gas model, and accounted for the effect of a non-condensable gas (air). The
two-dimensional conservation equations were averaged over the radial direction, yielding
basically one-dimensional vapor and wick models. In an unsuccessful attempt to reproduce
the experimental results of lithium-molybdenum heat pipe (Merrigan, 1986), Hall &
Doster (1990) varied the values of the accommodation coefficients used in Eq. 2.1. Later,
Hall et al. allowed a negative liquid pressure (tension) to develop into the wick and
assumed accommodation coefficients of unity to calculate the evaporation and
condensation rates. With these modifications, the code predictions of the experimental
data on the lithium heat pipe startup were greatly improved. However, the predicted
temperatures lagged behind measurements at latter times, suggesting that the net heat input
to the evaporator used in the code was lower than the actual value in the experiment.
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HPTAM
In attempt to improve the previous models, Tournier & El-Genk (1994, 1996, and
2003) developed the Heat Pipe Transient Analysis Model (HPTAM). Liquid
compressibility, energy, momentum discontinuities at the liquid-vapor interface, radius of
curvature of liquid meniscus, and effects of the liquid pooling at the condenser end were
incorporated. The two-dimensional equations in the vapor region were solved with the
Brinkman-Forchheimer extended Darcy flow model for the liquid-wick region. The Dusty
Gas Model was used to describe the free-molecule, transition, and continuum vapor flow
regimes. At the L-V interface, conservation of mass was enforced with a no-slip condition
and enthalpy jump due to evaporation and condensation. An efficient predicator-corrector
numerical technique solved the coupled governing equations in the wall, wick, and vapor
regions. As illustrated in Fig. 2.3, the predictions of HPTAM have been in relatively good
agreement with the experimental data of El-Genk & Huang (1993, 1995). As previously
mentioned, an important contribution of HPTAM was to determine the extent of the liquid
pool, along with evaporation and condensation rates as functions of time. Figure 2.4
shows the transient variation of the extent of the liquid pool at the condenser.
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Figure 2.3 Comparison calculated HPTAM (Tournier & El-Genk, 1994)
and Experiment on Water Copper Heat Pipe (El-Genk & Huang, 1993)
(a) Effective Power Throughput and (b) Vapor Temperature
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Figure 2.4 Transient Variation of the Liquid Pool Extent at the End of Condenser Section
for a Copper Water Heat Pipe (Tournier & El-Genk, 1994)
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Conclusions
A literature review on the most recent transient modeling efforts was performed. The
objective was to target efficient physical models and/or sub-models that could be 1)
directly applicable or 2) extended to room-temperature heat pipe transients.

Some

conclusions can be summarized as follow:
1. Among the models directly applicable, the lumped capacitance method on the
overall heat pipe can predict in good agreement the saturated vapor temperature
and pressure. One-dimensional models of transient liquid flow are robust
enough to be coupled with thermal heat pipe responses. They can predict
efficiently rewet performance and re-saturation of the wick structure, and
account for transient body force disturbances. However, most of these
transient models do not include partial dryout and transient fluid redistribution
beyond the capillary limit. Relevant analytical treatments for
room-temperature heat pipes were found in Ambrose et al. (1987) and Yan &
Ochterbeck (1996).
2. Some models dealing with the transient behaviors of cryogenic and
high-temperature heat pipes can be extended to room temperature heat pipes
during fully-thawed startups. These models can feature sub-models such as
rewetting and liquid excess pooling, phase-change in the wick, and account for
other effects such as non-condensable gas at the condenser section. However,
most of these models require a numerical treatment solution.
Therefore, additional model improvements need to be carried out on the dryout and
rewetting behaviors of room-temperature heat pipes, which will be the purpose of this study.

Summary
The present literature review was motivated for 1) the need of an efficient physical
model of room-temperature heat pipes during transient performances and 2) for gathering
the most relevant experimental data against which the model will be tested. Over the past
thirty years, extensive theoretical and experimental studies have been carried out (mostly
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on cryogenic and high-temperature heat pipes) to facilitate the understanding of transient
heat pipe operations.
It appears that a few experiments on normal startup of room-temperature fully-thawed
heat pipes have been attempted.

Most experiments conducted have been basically

performance tests rather than studying the physical mechanisms. Experimental data are
often limited to measuring wall temperatures, internal vapor temperatures, and pressure
distributions during a normal startup. Besides the effects of the liquid pooling and the
measurement of wick properties at saturation, only a few experiments attempt to point out
fundamental fluid phenomena occurring during transients. From prior investigations on
room-temperature heat pipes, the unsteady aspects of the liquid flow in the wick were often
neglected assuming quasi-steady state behavior or transient heat conduction through the
wicking structure. Because of practical limitations, no internal measurements of the
liquid behavior in the heat pipe were achieved. Also, effects of external boundary
conditions, such as thermal inertia due to heater saddle, mass attached to the evaporator,
cooling jacket, and fins at the condenser, have not been the subject of any specific
investigations on the heat pipe dynamic response.
There is a wide array of theoretical studies ranging from the lumped capacitance and
thermal network models to more sophisticated numerical analyses with three-dimensional
vapor flow conjugated with the heat pipe wall heat conduction.

These transient

investigations can be classified into three categories: simplified generic models,
geometrically-based models, and functional detailed models.

Different numerical

techniques such as Finite Difference Method and Boundary Element Method were used for
rapid transient predictions.

However, depending upon the geometry, simplifying

assumptions were still made and numerical transient models can not be extended to other
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heat pipe designs. As a carrier of energy by latent heat, the vapor flow was the most
investigated region regarding several aspects: 1) 1-D to 3-D vapor models, 2) nature and
type of vapor flow 3) steady or unsteady behaviors, and 4) coupling or not with the wall
and wick structure. Most vapor models were made to benchmark the transient operations
of high-temperature heat pipes. For moderate heat or cooling rates, some of them may be
valid in transient simulations of room-temperature heat pipes. However, as the vapor flow
transient response is orders of magnitude faster than the liquid and wall response times,
coupled with the fact that the liquid flow governs dryout and rewetting, the vapor flow
models are a secondary issue to heat pipe transient behavior. Many numerical models
assuming unsteady two-dimensional heat conduction through the wall and wick structure
have been developed. One of the difficult tasks is to correctly couple the hydrodynamic
effects of the saturated working fluid and the transient heat transfer phenomena occurring
into the wick. Two major functional models (THROHPUT and HPTAM) have been
historically generated for a wide choice of heat pipes undergoing startup. But, special
emphasis for these codes has been made on high-temperature heat pipes during frozen
startup.
In the present study, the model of transient room-temperature heat pipe will be
1. compared to the analytical models of Ambrose et al. (1987) and Yan &
Ochterbeck (1996);
2. tested on the experimental data of conventional heat pipes such as Ambrose et al.
(1987), Jang (1990), and El-Genk et al. (1995).

CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Findings from the literature indicate that more physical models focused towards the
understanding of the liquid flow under transient conditions are needed, especially the
liquid flow in the evaporator wick section. To achieve this goal, this analysis is on
modeling the transient liquid flow in a heated capillary structure. The present work is not
aimed at developing a numerical full transient solution, but rather an efficient approach to
modeling the liquid flow distribution into the wick. This is suitable for application of
transient room-temperature heat pipe analyses into higher level subsystem and system
level models. Since the startup is the most severe case of transient heat pipe operations, a
physical model extends the models of Yan & Ochterbeck (1996) and Couto et al. (2002) to
the startup and pulsed heat loading of room-temperature heat pipes.

A numerical

methodology is provided and detailed in Appendix II to predict the liquid transient
behavior and determine the transient heat pipe operations.

Capillary Flow Concepts
During normal heat pipe operations, the liquid saturates the wick and the
characteristic meniscus dimension is related to the capillary pressure gradient supported at
the porous surface. When the capillary limit is reached, the liquid surface recedes along
the wick as shown in Fig. 3.1.a. The axial liquid flow passage may provide less capillary
pumping and dryout starts to occur since all liquid can not return. With the loss of liquid
return, the temperature of the evaporator is expected to rise drastically. The heat transfer
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in the evaporator section depends upon the ability of the heat pipe to transport energy in the
dried region. Therefore, the recovery or rewetting is the advancing of the capillary
column with the liquid advancing in the dried region as shown in Fig 3.1.b.

a)

Pore surfaces

vapor

Liquid receding
wall

b)

vapor

Liquid rewetting
wall

Fig 3.1 Meniscus Surface During a) Heat Pipe Dryout and b) Rewetting

Physical Model of Transient Evaporator Behavior
The evaporator section of a cylindrical heat pipe with a conventional isotropic wick
structure is considered. In order to determine the transient behavior of a heat pipe during a
step change in power, it is interesting to develop a generic model of transient liquid
behavior extensible to a variety of wick structures. For such an approach, the model
considers a single axial rectangular groove of finite dimensions (Le × w × h), initially filled
with a thin liquid layer and uniformly heated with constant heat flux q0" . The liquid in the
groove is capillary-driven from the transport and condenser sections at an average velocity

U and opposed by the wall shear stress τw. The temperature Tl of the liquid layer is
uniformly at saturation along the wick and varies only with time, while the ambient room
temperature remains at T∞.
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Figure 3.2 Idealized Physical Model and Coordinate System

Figure 3.2 illustrates a schematic of the physical model, its boundary conditions, and
the coordinate system used. During a step increase of heat flux from q0" to q" , if the heat
input surpasses the heat pipe transport capability, sufficient liquid will not be supplied to
the entire evaporator length and dryout starts occurring. The heat input to the dried region
is axially conducted by the wick and wall to the wet region while the heat input to the
wetted region still vaporizes some of the liquid column. The liquid at the leading-edge
front evaporates due to the axial heat transfer from the dried region.
In order to determine the position of the liquid front ε(t), two conditions are
developed:
1. If the sum of the heat supplied from the dried region and the heat load over the wet
region exceeds the heat capacity for vaporizing the liquid layer, the liquid front
will start receding and dryout of the evaporator will occur.
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2. Inversely, if the sum of the heat supplied over the dried region and the heat input in
the wet region is less than the heat capacity for vaporizing the liquid layer, the
liquid front will start rewetting.
Neglecting thermal conduction through the working fluid compared to that in the wall
and wick, the temperature of the liquid layer is assumed uniform in space varies only with
time. This condition is consistent with the experimental observations found in the literature
for transient room-temperature heat pipe behavior (Jang, 1990; El-Genk & Huang, 1993).

Major Assumptions and Justification
The heat transfer regime in the dried region accounts for one-dimensional transient
axial heat conduction along the heat pipe. It is generally assumed:
1. “Quasi-steady state liquid flow”- A major assumption is that the heat pipe working
fluid responds very quickly to changes in heat load distribution.
2. “Local thermodynamic equilibrium at the liquid-vapor interface”- In slow
temperature transients, commonly found in room-temperature heat pipes, the
effects of thermal non-equilibrium are negligible because there is sufficient time
for local thermal equilibrium to be achieved.
3. The thermophysical properties of the working fluid were least-square fitted from
the saturated thermodynamic tables. Details on the equations can be found in
Appendix III. The thermophysical properties of the wall were assumed constant.
4. Similarly to Peterson et al. (1994) and Chang & Zhang (1994), the vapor flow
effects are neglected. Effects of adverse vapor flow and frictional shear stress at
L-V interface are neglected. The heat transfer by convection in the radial
direction inside the wick is negligible because the liquid in the wick has a
negligible radial velocity due to the absence of radial pressure gradients.
5. The liquid flow is one-dimensional along x-axis and the L-V interface used is a
flat front model for partially wetted operating conditions. The liquid film
completely fills up the groove; the liquid height h is constant along the groove but
remains small compared to wall thickness. This results in a sharp front at the
L-V interface. It is not apparent that the shape of the L-V interface in the
evaporator section remains sharp for high heat fluxes. For this reason, the
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“assumption 5” is only justified if the convective heat transfer to the working fluid
in the dry region is negligible relative to that in the wetted region of the fluid.
This condition is satisfied based on the extremely high evaporative heat transfer
coefficient in the high-capacity heat pipe wall groove (Film evaporation from a
micro-groove surface, Carey, 1992). Because of the sharp front, the appellation
“liquid leading front-edge” is employed rather than “triple line” generally
associated to more complex heat and mass transfer phenomena at the liquid-vapor
interface.
6. One-dimensional transient heat conduction in the heat pipe wall along the x-axis is
considered. Compared to the heat pipe diameter, the characteristic length of the
liquid flow in the wick structure is the axial length.
7. Heat transfer with the surroundings and at the solid-vapor interface is negligible.
8. The heat pipe is assumed to operate normally and have relatively low pressure
gradients along the vapor flow such that the vapor temperature remains uniform.
Other assumptions:
9. “The effect of gravity was negligible”- This is justified because the heat pipe was
horizontally oriented and had small vertical dimensions.
10. In order to prevent the boiling limit, the heat loads input are low. The only
possible heat pipe failure is due to the capillary limitation.
11. Since gravity effects are negligible, the wick offers only the flow resistance from
the condenser to the evaporator. In addition, low flow rates and low velocities
encountered in the wick structure ensure laminar flow with negligible inertia
effects. For this situation, Darcy’s law will apply.

Model Formulation
The physical model consists of coupling the hydrodynamic and evaporative effects of
the liquid layer in the groove with the thermal distribution of the evaporator wall. The
conservation laws of mass and momentum are obtained for the liquid film in the groove
wick structure. In addition, energy balances are performed in the wet and dry regions.
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Input Parameters
Heat pipe geometry
•

Evaporator Le, adiabatic La, and condenser lengths Lc

•

Wall thickness δ, outside radius ro, and vapor core radius rv

Wick geometry
•

Porous media porosity φ, permeability K, and effective wick radius reff

•

Number of grooves ng and dimensions h, w

•

Screens: Mesh number N, and wire diameter dw

Thermophysical properties of the working fluids, wall, and wick materials
•

ρl, ρv, σ, µl, and Hfg at saturated state

•

Liquid and vapor specific heat capacities cl and cv at saturated state

•

Wall density ρw, wall specific heat capacity cw, and thermal wall conductivity kw

Initial and test conditions
•

Heat input Q or heat flux input q"

•

T∞, hc

•

Number of Grid elements N

Parameters to Find
•

Wall temperature Tw (x, t), liquid saturated temperature Tl (t)

•

Liquid front position ε(t)

Mass Balance
We will choose the liquid layer in the evaporator groove as a moving non-material
control volume illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Moving Non-material Control Volume for Mass Balance

From a mass balance on a moving non-material control volume (Fig. 3.3), the velocity
of the liquid front dε/dt can be expressed as a function of the difference between the
average velocity U0 at the entrance of the evaporator section and the vaporization rate of
the liquid layer m evap from horizontal and vertical surfaces such as

m evap
dε
= U0 −
,
ρl hw
dt

(3.1)

where h and w are respectively the depth and width in the case of a rectangular groove.
According to the flat front model, the total evaporation rate will be the sum of the liquid
evaporated at the liquid front edge and along the top of the liquid layer in the wet region.
We also defined the mass flux of liquid evaporated m "evap such as
ε (t )

m evap 

∫ m
0

"
evap

wdx = m evap ,up + m evap

x =ε ( t )

.

(3.2)
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Momentum Balance
General Method
The entire liquid column in the wick structure is taken as the control volume (Fig. 3.4).
G
x
condenser

adiabatic

Liquid layer

U
τw

x = -(Lc+La)

evaporator
h

x = -La

x = ε(t)

x=0

x = Le

wall

Figure 3.4 Material Control Volume for Momentum Balance

According to assumption 11), the liquid mean velocity U can be derived from Darcy’s law
for a general porous media as

U =−

K dPl
.
µl dx

(3.3)

The permeability K is commonly determined by measuring the fluid flow rate through a
saturated packed bed under a known pressure gradient or using a correlation for the type of
wick. Integrating Eq. (3.3) between a reference location x = xref and x = ε(t), it follows
that

U =−

K Pl

µl

x =ε

− Pl

x = xref

ε − xref

.

(3.4)

Assuming the net liquid pressure gradient developed along the entire length of liquid
column is equal to the maximum capillary pressure, it yields
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xref = − ( La + Lc ) ,

(3.5)

and the liquid mean velocity U0 can be found as
U0 =

K 2σ
1
,
µl reff La + Lc

(3.6)

Method of Yan & Ochterbeck (1996)
Similar expression of the average liquid velocity U0 can be also developed according
to the methodology presented by Yan & Ochterbeck (1996) for the rewetting process of a
groove. The advancing liquid column is subjected to the effect of capillary-driven forces
induced by the surface tension, and opposed by the wall shear stress. A momentum
balance is performed on the total liquid column as control volume (see Fig. 3.4)

d
( mlU ) = Fcap − Ffric ,
dt

(3.7)

where ml is the mass of the liquid column.
For an axially grooved wick structure {w × h× (Lc+La)}, it was found

σh ⎛ w ⎞
1
.
U0 =
⎜
⎟
2 µl ⎝ w + 2h ⎠ Lc + La
2

(3.8)

Details of the derivation in Eq. (3.8) can be found from the techniques developed by Yan &
Ochterbeck (1996) and Couto et al. (2002). Following the previous methodology, the
average velocity model for wrapped-screen wicks is presented in the next sub-section.
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Average Velocity Model for Wrapped-Screens Wicks
For wrapped-screen wick structures, the capillary forces and wall shear stress are
given by Faghri (1995) as

Fcap =

2σ
ϕ Aw ,
reff

Ffric = τ wε

(3.9)

4ϕ Aw
.
Dh ,l

The effective pore radius is given by Chi (1976) with reff =

(3.10)

1
and Aw is the
2N

cross-sectional area of the wick.
Assuming the liquid flow is laminar and Newtonian, the wall shear stress is written as

τw =

1
f l ρlU 2 ,
2

(3.11)

where fl is the typical friction factor, used for a laminar Hagen-Poiseuille flow

fl =

16
.
Rel

(3.12)

The liquid Reynolds number Rel and the hydraulic diameter Dh,l are defined by Faghri
(1995) for wrapped screens
Rel =

ρl Dh ,lU
,
µl

(3.13)

d wϕ
,
1−ϕ

(3.14)

Dh ,l =
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The expression of porosity φ can be measured or calculated according to Chi (1976)

ϕ = 1−

1.05 N π d w
,
4

(3.15)

where the coefficient “1.05” is the crimping factor, accounting for the fact that screens are
not simply crossed rods. Substituting Eqs. (3.9) - (3.14) into Eq. (3.7) and rearranging,
yields the following expression
2

⎛ 1−ϕ ⎞
d
4σ N − 32µl ⎜
⎟ (U ε ) = ρl (U ε ) .
dt
⎝ d wϕ ⎠

(3.16)

Solving the preceding equation with the following initial condition,

ε (0) = 0 , and U (0) = 0 ,

(3.17)

leads to the solution of Eq. (3.16)

σ N ⎛ d wϕ ⎞
(U ε ) (t ) =
⎜
⎟
8 µl ⎝ 1 − ϕ ⎠

2

⎧⎪
⎡ 32µ ⎛ 1 − ϕ ⎞ 2 ⎤ ⎫⎪
l
⎨1 − exp ⎢ −
⎜
⎟ t ⎥ ⎬.
ρ
d
ϕ
⎢
⎥⎦ ⎭⎪
l
w
⎝
⎠
⎣
⎩⎪

(3.18)

The analyses of Eq. (3.18) showed that the time for rewetting the unheated length of the
heat pipe (from the condenser section to entrance of the evaporator section) can be
determined by imposing ε = La + Lc and solving the resulting equation for t > 0. This
expression may be used to estimate the response times to heat pipe liquid transients. The
rewetting time is large enough to vanish the exponential term in Eq. (3.18) according to
calculations of Yan & Ochterbeck (1996). It results in a simpler expression, and the
average liquid velocity U0 at entrance of the evaporator section is deduced from the steady
state behavior.
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Therefore,
2

1
σ N ⎛ d wϕ ⎞
.
U0 =
⎜
⎟
8µl ⎝ 1 − ϕ ⎠ La + Lc

(3.19)

Table 3.1 collects the expression of average liquid velocities for different types of wicks.

Table 3.1 Summary of Average Velocities for
Different Wick Structures

Axial Grooved Tube
Wrapped Screens

Couto et al. (2002)

mesh

Yan & Ochterbeck
(1996)

Porous Sintered
Metal
Couto et al. (2002)

Darcy flow
porous media

reff =

1
2N

h

d
2(1 − ϕ )

reff

Rel =

ρl Dh,lU
µl

ρl Dh,lU
µl

ρlU K
µl

ρl Dh,lU
µl

Dh ,l =

d wϕ
1−ϕ

4hw
2h + w

dϕ
1−ϕ

-

2

U=

σ N ⎛ d wϕ ⎞ 1
⎜
⎟
8µl ⎝ 1 − ϕ ⎠ ε

σh ⎛ w ⎞ 1
⎜
⎟
2 µl ⎝ 2 h + w ⎠ ε
2

2σϕ K 1

µl

ε

K 2σ 1
µl reff ε
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Energy Balances
The heat flux applied to the evaporator wall will cause some liquid in the wet region to
evaporate. We will choose two controls volumes referenced in the dry (1) and the wet (2)
regions and defined as moving non-material control volumes (see Fig. 3.5).

Wet region

G
x

Dry region

m evap ,up H fg

Tl(t)
Tw(x,t)

h

Liquid

δ

Wall

m evap

H fg

q3"

(2)
x=0

x =ε

(1)

ε(t)

q"

q"

x = Le

Figure 3.5 Moving Non-material Control Volumes for Energy Balances

In the dry region, assuming 1) no heat loss from the wall to the vapor, 2)
one-dimensional heat conduction in x, and 3) constant wall properties (ρw, cw, and kw), the
integral energy balance on the control volume (1) is given by

ρ w cw

Le

L

e
∂Tw
q"
"
dx
q
=
−
+
3
∫ε (t ) ∂t
∫ε (t ) δ dx ,

(3.20)

where δ is the thickness of the groove wall. The net heat flux q3" conducted through the
wall from the dry to the wet region at the location x = ε(t) is determined by Fourier’s Law as
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∂T
q = kw w
∂x

=−

"
3

x =ε ( t )

Le

∂ ⎛ ∂Tw ⎞
⎜ kw
⎟ dx .
∂x ⎝
∂x ⎠
(t )

∫
ε

(3.21)

Combining Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21) and rearranging yields
Le

⎛ 1 ∂Tw ∂ 2Tw q"
− 2 −
∫⎜
∂x
kwδ
ε ( t ) ⎝ α w ∂t

⎞
⎟ dx = 0 .
⎠

(3.22)

The previous equation is valid no matter the dry wall length and equal to the heat-diffusion
equation (HDE).
At t > 0 and for ε(t) < x < Le,
1 ∂Tw ∂ 2Tw q"
= 2 +
.
∂x
α w ∂t
kwδ

(3.23)

The boundary conditions are given
At x = Le,
∂Tw
∂x

= 0,
x = Le

(3.24)

At x = ε(t),
Tw (ε , t ) = Tl (t ) ,

(3.25)

where Eq. (3.24) specifies that the far end of the heat pipe is insulated and Eq. (3.25)
indicates that the temperature at the liquid front is equal to the saturated liquid temperature.
The initial condition is set such as
Tw ( x, 0) = Tl (0) .

(3.26)
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In the wet region, assuming 1) the wall groove temperature is uniform and equal to the
liquid saturation temperature Tl, and 2) liquid thickness h is small compared to the wall
thickness δ, an energy balance applied on the control volume (2) yields
ε (t )

∫
0

"
ε (t ) "
ε (t )
d ⎡( ρ c )eff Tl ⎤
⎣
⎦ dx = q" + q dx − m evap H fg dx ,
3
∫0 δ
∫0 δ
dt

(3.27)

where ( ρ c )eff is the effective heat capacity of the liquid-wall combination in the wet
region of the evaporator. In the case of groove wicks, ( ρ c )eff = ρ wcw + ρl cl ( h / δ ) .

Using Eq. (3.21) and following a similar development as in the dry region, Eq. (3.27)
rearranges, at t > 0 and for 0 < x ≤ ε(t),
m "evap H fg

δ

∂ 2Tw q" d ⎡⎣( ρ c )eff Tl ⎤⎦
,
= kw 2 + −
δ
∂x
dt

(3.28)

which integrates between x = 0 and x = ε(t) and knowing that no heat is conducted through
the wall to the adiabatic section, it follows that
m evap H fg

δw

∂T
= kw w
∂x

d ⎡( ρ c )eff Tl ⎤
⎦ ε (t ) .
+ ε (t ) − ⎣
dt
δ
x =ε ( t )
q"

(3.29)

Equation (3.29) establishes that the heat delivered by the wall to the liquid front interface is
equal to the latent heat absorbed by the vaporizing liquid.
"
Defining the effective heat flux qeff
as the difference between the heat flux input and

thermal energy stored terms of the liquid-wall combination in the evaporator wet region
d ⎡( ρ c )eff Tl ⎤
⎦δ ,
"
qeff
 q" − ⎣
dt

(3.30)
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and combining Eqs. (3.29) with Eqs. (3.1) and (3.30), the determination of the liquid front
location is provided by
∂Tw
∂x

x =ε ( t )

ρ hH
= l fg
kwδ

"
⎛
d ε (t ) qeff (t )ε (t ) ⎞
−
⎜⎜ U 0 −
⎟.
dt
ρl hH fg ⎟⎠
⎝

(3.31)

The initial condition is set by assuming a saturated liquid in the groove such that
At t = 0,

ε (0) = Le .

(3.32)

Lumped Capacitance Model of the Heat Pipe
In order to determine the variations of the liquid saturated temperature Tl (t), a
transient profile of temperature is obtained from a lumped capacitance model on the overall
heat pipe such as done in Ambrose et al. (1987). Thus, considered uniform, the liquid
saturated temperature in the transport section was equal to the vapor temperature and to the
heat pipe operating temperature.

The heat pipe initially starts from the ambient

temperature by imposing a constant heat flux q" at the evaporator section and cooling the
condenser section only by convection. The lumped capacitance model for the overall heat
pipe is given by

( ρ cV )tot

dTl (t )
= q" Ae − hc Ac [Tl (t ) − T∞ ] ,
dt

(3.33)

where (ρcV)tot is the overall heat capacity of the heat pipe accounting for thermal energy
storage terms of the wall, wick, and working fluid, Ae is the outer surface of the evaporator,
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and Ac is the outer surface of the condenser. The initial condition of the saturated liquid
temperature is set as
Tl (0) = T∞ .

(3.34)

Summary of the Equations
In the dry region,
1 ∂Tw ∂ 2Tw q"
=
+
,
∂x 2 k wδ
α w ∂t

q

"
eff

∂Tw
∂x

=
x =ε ( t )

d ⎡( ρ c )eff Tl ⎤
⎦δ ,
q − ⎣
dt
"

ρl hH fg
kwδ

"
⎛
d ε (t ) qeff (t )ε (t ) ⎞
U
−
−
⎜⎜ 0
⎟⎟ .
dt
ρ
hH
l
fg
⎝
⎠

(3.23)

(3.30)

(3.31)

In the wet region,
( ρ cV )tot

Find:

dTl (t )
= q" Ae − hc Ac [Tl (t ) − T∞ ] .
dt

(3.33)

Tw (x, t), Tl (t), and ε(t).

Second order in Tw vs. x

At x = Le, t > 0,

∂Tw
∂x

= 0.
x = Le

(3.24)
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At x = ε(t), t > 0,

Tw (ε , t ) = Tl (t ) .

(3.25)

Tw ( x, 0) = Tl (0) .

(3.26)

ε (0) = Le .

(3.32)

Tl (0) = T∞ .

(3.34)

First order in Tw vs. t

At t = 0, x > 0,

First order in ε(t) vs. t

At t = 0,

First order in Tl vs. t

At t = 0,

Numerical Solution and Model Validation
The transient heat conduction problem associated with the time-variable boundary
condition (Eq. 3.31) and the initial conditions (Eqs. 3.32, 3.34) required a numerical
treatment.

Details about the numerical procedure in FORTRAN® are provided in

Appendix II and Fig. 3.6 presents the flow chart of the algorithm used. A fully implicit
finite difference scheme with a fixed mesh grid was carried out dividing the evaporator

length in N small elements. Because of the sharp liquid front condition (Eq. 3.31), the
position of the liquid front was solved utilizing an implicit backward Euler method (1st
order in time and 2nd order in space). A method using 2nd order in time and 3rd order in
space was also tried, but changes on the final temperature distribution and liquid location
were insignificant. As Eqs. (3.31) and (3.33) include the thermophysical properties of the
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Input data

Start
Initialization t = 0
n = 0, U0, Tw(x,0), ε (0)

⎧-Groove geometry
⎪- Heat pipe geometry
⎪⎪
⎨-Working fluid properties
⎪-Grid mesh N ,
⎪
⎪⎩- Initial and test conditions

n = n+1
t = t+∆t
“HP” subroutine Eq. (3.33)
Assume position ε0,n(t)

1) “Implicit” subroutine
Calculate Tw,n(x,t) in Eq. (3.23)
2) “Position” subroutine
⎛

Calculate ε n = f ⎜ ε n −1 ,
⎝

∂Tw ⎞
⎟
∂x n ⎠

in Eq. (3.31)
T0,n(x)=Tw,n(x)
Convergence criteria:
ε 0,n - ε n
εn

C V G1=

C V G 2 = M ax
1≤ i ≤ N

Tw,n(x,t) = Tw,n+1(x,t)
εn(t) = εn+1(t)

T0 , n - Tn
Tn

CVG1<10-7 ?
CVG2<10-7 ?

no

yes
t < tend ?
0 < εn < L ?

yes

no
Stop

Output data

⎧-Liquid temperature, Tl (t )
⎪
⎨-Wall temperature, Tw ( x, t )
⎪-Liquid front position, ε (t )
⎩

Figure 3.6 Flow Chart of the Model Solution
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working fluid, the solution was iterative. Starting the iterations, the initial temperature
distribution, initial front position, and other input data on the heat pipe design were imposed.
The thermophysical properties of the working fluid were evaluated as a function of the wall
temperature at time tn+1, respecting the convergence criterion in temperature given by,

Max
1≤i ≤ N

T0,n +1 − Tn +1
Tn +1

< 10−7 ,

(3.35)

where Tn+1 is the temperature known at the previous time step tn+1, and T0,n+1 is the
assumed value of temperature. The temperature distribution and liquid front location
were all known at tn. The liquid front position εn+1 was obtained from the interfacial
balance Eq. (3.31) knowing the temperature gradient at tn+1 and the front location at the
previous time tn. In order to determine the temperature gradient at tn+1, it was assumed a
liquid front-edge location ε 0, n +1 at tn+1. With this hypothetical front location, the wall
thermal problem subjected its boundary conditions were solved giving the temperature
gradient at tn+1. Then, by solving the interfacial energy balance, a new value of the liquid
front location ε n +1 was deduced. If the new value of the liquid front location respected
the following convergence criterion

ε n +1 − ε 0,n +1
< 10−7 ,
ε n +1

(3.36)

the code passed to the next time step; otherwise, a new value of the liquid front position
was assumed and temperature profiles were re-calculated until fully satisfying the
convergence criteria.
With the current methodology, computational results were found to be independent of
step sizes. The numerical solution allows the thermophysical properties of the saturated
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working fluid to vary with the heat pipe temperature. For validating the numerical
solution, the model was first compared to the analytical solution provided in Yan &
Ochterbeck (1996) for the particular case of rewetting a 0.5 m grooved plate with uniform
heating. The thermophysical properties of ethanol were assumed constant only for the
present validation. The moving boundary condition was also constant and equal to the
saturation temperature Tsat. The liquid front was initially located at x = 0 and starts
flowing on the heated region such as in Fig. 3.2. Without accounting for the effects of
evaporation along the wet region (Fig. 3.7.a), the numerical predictions of the liquid front
locations fit very well the analytical solution developed in Yan & Ochterbeck (1996). For
lower heat fluxes, the rewetting process is faster because less fluid is evaporated from the
liquid front edge. If the current model accounts for the effects of evaporation along the
wet region, significant changes in the liquid front predictions appear. As illustrated in Fig.
3.7.b, at 5×103 W/m2, full rewetting of the evaporator plate occurs slower than results
found by the model of Yan & Ochterbeck (1996). This is because the heat load applied to
the wall along the wet region will cause some of the liquid to evaporate along the flowing
film, thus reducing the liquid rewetting velocity. At higher heat fluxes (1.5×104 W/m2),
the current model shows that the flowing film would not completely rewet the heated plate.
The liquid front increases with time until it ceases to advance at about 0.10 m from the
beginning of the plate (x = 0) and begins to recede. The dryout occurs because the heat
flux input over the plate exceeds the maximum rewetting heat capability of the liquid layer.
As a result, slight deviations exist with the estimation of the maximum rewetting heat flux.
For the sample test, Yan & Ochterbeck (1996) predicted a 1.8×104 W/m2 maximum
rewetting heat flux while the current model provides a smaller value at 1.4×104 W/m2.
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Figure 3.7 Model Validation, Comparison with Yan & Ochterbeck (1996)
without (a) and with (b) Evaporation Along the Wetted Region
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Figure 3.8 Proportion of the Mass Flow Rate Evaporated in the Wet Region
Over the Total Mass flow Rate Evaporated based on the Data of Yan & Ochterbeck (1996)

However both previous maximum heat flux estimations remain in reasonable
agreement and provide a better insight of the heat load effects along the wet region.
Figure 3.8 shows the proportions of the mass flow rate evaporated in the wet region
(along the liquid layer) over the total mass flow rate evaporated. The mass of liquid
evaporated along the wetted region in addition to the mass evaporated at the liquid front
edge explained the differences observed between the two models in Fig. 3.7.b. When the
liquid layer starts rewetting the evaporator section, the liquid mainly evaporates at the
liquid-front edge. Once the liquid fully wets the entire evaporator length, the liquid only
evaporates along the top of the liquid layer.
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Conclusions
A new one-dimensional model of transient liquid behavior was performed featuring
rewetting and dryout processes in the evaporator of room-temperature heat pipes. The
current model includes the transient wall conduction and associated wall superheat. It
also accounts for the liquid evaporated in the wet region.
The current model was compared and validated with the results of the rewetting
process of a finite heated plate available in the literature. According to the assumptions
made to determine the liquid front position, the numerical solution was found to be in
reasonable agreement with the analytical closed form solution. Further model validation
is needed. Comparisons with existing experimental data of conventional heat pipes are
conducted in the next chapter.

CHAPTER 4
MODEL APPLICATION TO
CONVENTIONAL HEAT PIPES

In order to verify the analytical model, the liquid front position and axial distribution
of the wall temperature are determined and compared to sets of experimental data on
conventional heat pipes performed in the past literature. These experiments consist of 1)
measurements of the wall and vapor temperature profiles in the evaporator section
following a power step increase, 2) measurements of the sharp temperature rise indicating
the presence of wick dryout, and 3) measurements of the capillary limiting heat flux. Two
types of conventional heat pipes were examined. The first type is based on an axially
grooved copper-water heat pipe (Jang, 1990) while the second one deals with copper-water
heat pipes with two layers of copper screen wick (Ambrose et al., 1987; El-Genk et al.,
1995). Each heat pipe remained horizontal, and was initially considered either working at
a power level below the capillary limit or was fully saturated with static liquid followed by
a startup from room-temperature conditions. The characteristics of the heat pipes tested
are described in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Temperature data reported during the experiments
were then analyzed and compared to those predicted with the current transient model.
Prior to application of this model and comparison with the experimental data, it was
commonly assumed to have a uniform and isotropic wick structure. Adjustments on the
wick geometry, thermophysical properties of the wick and working fluid, and estimation of
the liquid mean velocity were made. The thermophysical properties were curve-fitted
from the saturated thermodynamic tables (see Appendix III).
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Table 4.1 Summary of Heat Pipe Design Parameters: Jang (1990)

Copper / water, cylindrical, grooved wick
Outer diameter

50.0 mm

Inner diameter

46.6 mm

Pipe Thickness

1.7 mm

Evaporator length

28.6 cm

Adiabatic length

51.4 cm

Condenser length

20.0 cm

Groove height

0.5 mm

Groove width

0.5 mm

Groove number

120

Initial temperatures

313 K/333 K/350 K

Ambient temperature

313 K

Heat loads input

150 W (stepped)

Table 4.2 Summary of Heat Pipe Design Parameters:
El-Genk et al. (1995) and Ambrose et al. (1987)
Copper / water, cylindrical, wrapped screens wick
Parameter Design
Outer diameter
Inner diameter
Wick thickness
Evaporator length
Adiabatic length
Condenser length
Number of layers
Mesh number
Wire diameter
Permeability
Initial temperature
Ambient temperature
Convective heat-transfer coeff.
Heat loads input
Overall heat capacity
Inclination Angle

El-Genk et al. (1995)
19.1 mm
17.3 mm
0.75 mm
60 cm
9 cm
20 cm
2
150 in-1
0.54×10-4 m
1.5×10-9 m2
294.3 K
294.3 K
1100 W.m-2.K-1
810 W
0o

Ambrose et al. (1987)
25.5 mm
22.2 mm
1.11 mm
10.16 cm
25.40 cm
10.16 cm
2
100 in-1
1.143×10-4 m
1.93×10-10 m2
293 K
293 K
200 - 500 W.m-2.K-1
150 - 300 W
455 J.K-1
0o
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Comparison with a Copper Water Grooved Heat Pipe
To make the comparison meaningful, the transient behavior of a copper-water axially
grooved heat pipe was studied using case 5 of the experimental data of Jang (1990). The
heat pipe started at ambient temperature, T∞ = 313 K, constant stepped heat loads of 50 W
were suddenly applied every 20 minutes until a steady state regime was reached, and the
condenser was cooled by convection. To implement the model for this sample test, a
lumped capacitance model on the entire heat pipe was applied for determining the
temperature variations of the working fluid. An overall heat capacity, Ctot = 1.04 kJ/K,
and a constant convective heat-transfer coefficient, hc = 230 W.m-2.K-1, were considered.
The wick dryout was signaled by a sharp temperature increase, usually located near the
evaporator end cap.
Figure 4.1 shows the transient temperature behavior of the evaporator inlet and the
evaporator end cap. The solid curves represent the theoretical transient temperature
profiles given in Eqs. (3.23) and (3.26). Up to 20 minutes for a 50 W heat load, the
temperature at the evaporator end cap was close to that at the evaporator inlet, then the
temperature starts to deviate after increasing to 100 W. Significant temperature gradients
were observed above 150 W. The theoretical temperatures fit very well the measured
temperatures. The assumption that the liquid temperature at the evaporator exit is equal to
the saturated working fluid temperature (or heat pipe operating temperature) is physically
acceptable. The early stage of the temperature profiles are described in good agreement
with the model, but the higher power response of temperature tends to lie above the
experimental data. This discrepancy may reflect 1) an overestimation of the overall heat
capacity or 2) a consideration of the adiabatic conditions at the evaporator end cap, creating
an additional storage of energy and an increase of wall temperature.
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Figure 4.1 Transient Temperature Variations at the Evaporator
Exit and End Caps with Stepped Heat Input in Case 5 (Tl (0) = T∞ = 313 K)
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Figure 4.2 Predictions of Movement of the Liquid Front
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However, if the analytical model slightly over-predicts the temperature distribution after
dryout, it does physically exhibit, in Fig. 4.2, the beginning of liquid partial dryout (after 25
min) described in the experimental case of Jang (1990). As shown in Fig. 4.2, the
analytical model also simulates the liquid front movement during the previous transient test
(case 5). The rapid increase of the temperature at the evaporator end cap is mainly
explained by the liquid front receding in the evaporator section. This indicates that the
vaporization rate of the working fluid exceeds the liquid return and the temperature of the
dried region inevitably arises. At each power increase, the liquid front recedes further
along the evaporator grooves where it may reach an intermediate steady-state equilibrium.
The latter stationary state lasts until the next power increase is applied. As a result, the
“effective” evaporator length of the heat pipe gradually decreases. The heat pipe still
operates in normal conditions in the regions with a wetted wick but with a reduced power
of overall capillary pumping. Although a full dryout may be observed in the last 50 W
step increase after 45 min, the numerical model provides a good general trend for the liquid
front behavior and confirms the observations of partial dryout made by Jang (1990). It is
also noticed that a higher prediction of the inlet liquid mean velocity results in a partial
dryout, whereas a full evaporator dryout would be expected. For references, additional
model verification tests were performed in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 for case 6 and case 7 of Jang
(1990) experimental data.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the evaporator temperature distribution during the successive
partial evaporator dryouts (case 5).

The chart contains summarized information on

temperature and liquid front distributions. The general temperature profiles in the dried
region are mostly parabolic.

The sharp temperature gradient resulting from heat

conducted axially through the thin-walled evaporator to the wetted region provides a
physical measure of location of liquid-front interface.
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Jang (1990), Case 6 and 7
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Figure 4.3 Transient Temperature Variations at the Evaporator
in Case 6 (Tl (0) = T∞ = 333 K) and Case 7 (Tl (0) = T∞ = 350 K)
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Figure 4.4 Predictions of Movement of the Liquid Fronts
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Fig. 4.5 Predictions of Transient Wall Temperature Distributions

Comparison with Copper Water Screened Mesh Heat Pipes
The model is compared with the experimental results of Ambrose et al. (1987) and
those of El-Genk et al. (1995). Both experiments were performed to investigate the
transient response of a copper-water heat pipe to step changes in power input at constant
cooling rates. Sufficient startup data were generated for model verification. Transient
behaviors of the heat pipe temperatures and liquid front locations were determined as
functions of the power input at the evaporator, cooling conditions of the condenser section,
and initial void fractions in the wick. More details of the experimental setups and heat
pipe designs are presented in the cited references.
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Effect of Power Input
For the case of Ambrose et al. (1987), better predictions were found with the mean
liquid velocity estimated from the Darcy’s flow model accounting for the effects of radial
hydrostatic gravity pressure drops than from Eq. (3.16). It may be noticed that because of
its geometry, the axial groove provide a less tortuous liquid flow than the screened wick
structure. Therefore, the liquid pressure drops for the groove are smaller than any other
porous media. The liquid mean velocity for the screened wick was corrected by Darcy’s
flow model with a measured permeability, K = 1.93×10-10 m2, and given by

U0 =

⎞ 1
K ⎛ 2σ
− 2 ρl grv ⎟
.
⎜⎜
⎟ La + Lc
µl ⎝ reff
⎠

(4.1)

Figure 4.6 compares the temperature predictions from the lumped capacitance model
with the analytical and experimental results of Ambrose et al. (1987). In this case, the
model predictions of operating temperature agree very well with the experimental values.
The peak of heat pipe temperature is reached more rapidly for high heat fluxes. This is the
result of two combined factors: the increase of the dried region in the wick and a steeper
temperature gradient due to axial conduction.
As illustrated in Fig. 4.7, the liquid front position depends upon the heat load applied.
The current quantitative results confirm the early investigations of Ambrose et al. (1987)
regarding the partial dryout of the evaporator followed by a liquid rewetting. Agreement
between the Ambrose calculations and the current model is fairly comparable for the liquid
front predictions. As predicted by the model, the extent of the dried region is greater for
larger values of heat input. It should also be noted that the major source of uncertainty in
these curves results from a non-uniformity of wick structures and local variation of the
pore size.
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Figure 4.6 Transient Profiles of Heat Pipe Temperature,
Comparison with Experimental Data of Ambrose et al. (1987)
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Figure 4.7 Predictions of Liquid Front Locations,
Comparison with Model of Ambrose et al. (1987)
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A full dryout is predicted for heat input above 300 W while partial dryout and liquid
recovery is simulated for smaller values of heat loads. A critical heat load exists between
225 and 300 W such that the liquid front position remains stationary during the transient
temperature increase. Since evaporator rewetting is observed for a heat input of 225 W
and the rewetting times are longer (up to 2 to 7 minutes), the current model provides more
accurate theoretical results than that of Ambrose et al. (1987). The energy storage in the
heat pipe is an important criterion which explained the rate of dryout/rewetting of the
liquid column. Therefore, the heat pipe response time τ defined in Eq. (2.3) influences the
transient liquid process. For larger values of heat input, the time to dry out becomes
shorter and consequently the time to rewet (if any) becomes longer because of a longer
dried region. When the liquid rewets the hot surface of the dried evaporator, the energy
stored in the heat pipe is greater due to higher heat pipe temperatures and the rewetting
takes more time to occur. The heat transport capability increases gradually by removing
the energy stored. The evaporator recovery after a partial dryout may become incomplete
if the heat transport capability is unable to remove the amount of stored energy.
As shown in Fig. 4.8, the partial dryout and rewetting behavior is in good agreement
with the results calculated with the maximum capillary limit. After an eventual short time
lag following an initial step increase in power input, the heat transport rate may exceed the
maximum of the capillary transport limit and evaporator dryout may start to occur. Due to
a parabolic shape of the capillary limit curve, when the heat pipe temperature gradually
increases during the transient process, the heat transport rate may reach again the limit of
capillary transport capability. If this situation occurs, the evaporator wick will stop
depriming and liquid recovery may occur as long as the heat transport rate remains below
the maximum capillary transport.
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Figure 4.9 Influence of Heat Loads on Transient Wall Temperatures
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Figure 4.9 demonstrates the evolution of the wall temperature difference (maximum
wall superheat) between the boundary of liquid layer and the evaporator end cap. The
wall superheat also depends on the local heat input. The temperature difference between
the wet and the dry regions can reach up to 120 K for a heat load of 225 W while it reaches
15 K for 175 W. This illustrates the effect of the heat capacitance of the heat pipe wall
during a transient heat-up. Thus, the rewetting of a heat pipe following partial wick
dryout cannot be accomplished unless the power is reduced below the capillary limit.
Similarly to the analysis in Jang (1990), Figs. 4.10 a) and b) represent the temperature
profile in the wall of the evaporator section and illustrates the wall axial conduction during
the transient cases observed for heat input of 175W and 225 W. The set of curves in each
figure also illustrates the progression of the liquid behavior as the power is increased,
causing the dried region temperature to rise sharply.

Effect of Condenser Cooling
Figures 4.11 - 4.13 show the influence of the condenser cooling conditions on the
position of liquid front, transient temperature of the heat pipe, and wall temperature
distribution when the condenser heat transfer coefficient hc is equal to 500 W.m-2.K-1 for a
power input of 175 W. Both rate of change of the temperature during startup and steady
state value of the heat pipe temperature decrease strongly as the convective heat transfer
coefficient of the condenser section is increasing (Fig. 4.11). This is because the thermal
energy stored is less significant and the heat pipe reaches faster steady state operations
when increasing cooling rates at the condenser for equivalent heat input. Similar transient
responses on the time constants of the vapor temperature and heat transport capability
during a startup were observed experimentally in El-Genk et al. (1995).
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Figure 4.10 Transient Wall Temperature Distributions,
a) Heat Load Input = 175 W and b) Heat Load Input = 225
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Figure 4.11 Predictions of Transient Heat Pipe Temperatures
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Figure 4.12 Influence of High Convective Cooling Conditions
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Figure 4.13 Predictions of Transient Wall Temperature Distributions

Comparisons of the transient liquid behaviors in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.12 indicate that
increasing the condenser cooling rates at uniform heat input causes the liquid to deprime
earlier and more easily. The transient liquid behavior depends upon the response of heat
transport rates versus the maximum capillary transport capability (Fig. 4.12). As cooling
rates increase at given heat pulse, the thermal energy stored in the heat pipe decreases,
hence increasing the heat rate transported during startup. With less energy stored, the heat
pipe must quickly transport the heat load to the condenser section. As the heat pipe
reaches the steady state, the heat transport rate can exceed the capillary limit, and dryout
without rewetting will occur more easily than by varying power input. Such modeling
results were expected and also compared in a good agreement with the experimental data
of Ambrose et al. (1987).
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The wall temperature gradients developed in the evaporator such as shown in Fig.
4.13 were predicted in the case of full evaporator dryout at 225 W. This test confirms
previous simulations made for the effects of power input on the transient liquid behavior.

Effect of Initial Void Fraction
For the experiments of El-Genk et al. (1995), an 810 W electric power (corresponding
to a 656 W throughput power due to heat losses) was initially applied to the evaporator
section while constant condenser cooling conditions were imposed from a cooling jacket.
Since the water flow rate in the cooling jacket was relatively small (8.1 g/s) and kept constant
during the transient, an 1100 W.m-2.K-1 steady state convective heat transfer coefficient was
used for the transient simulations. During the verification tests, the average linear vapor
void fraction in the wick also was respectively assumed equal to 0, 0.15, 0.5, and 1. An
overall heat capacity was estimated at Ctot ≈ 1.2 kJ/K and all temperature calculations in the
heat pipe were initialized at room-temperature of 294.3 K. Applying the expression from
Table 3.1, the liquid mean velocity at the evaporator inlet was evaluated at ~2 cm/s and was
very sensitive to the wick design and working fluid thermophysical properties.
Figure 4.14 compares the predictions from the lumped capacitance model with the
experimental results of the vapor temperature. The model correctly predicts the general
trend of temperature since the power input corresponds to the effective power transported
and energy stored in the heat pipe. The assumptions that 1) the vapor temperature in the
transport section is equal to the working fluid temperature and that 2) the convective heat
transfer coefficient is constant are physically acceptable.
Figure 4.15 shows the transient liquid behavior according to different initial void
fractions. Depending upon the initial conditions of wick saturation, a rapid partial or full
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rewetting could be predicted in agreement with the capillary limit in Fig. 4.16. No initial
dryout is observed, explained with the fact that the heat rate transported does not
momentarily exceed the capillary limit. A critical heat flux may exist such as the rewetting
liquid front stagnates until the heat pipe reaches the steady state.

According to the

simulations in Fig. 4.15, the liquid front does not stagnate in the evaporator section. As in
El-Genk et al. (1995), neither heat pipe failure nor evaporator dryout were noticed. However,
since the determination of the liquid front is very sensitive to design parameters previously
assumed (thermal heat pipe capacity, initial void fraction, and cooling conditions), the liquid
front position in the evaporator could be approximated. A complement of El-Genk et al.
(1995) experiment would be welcome in order to verify the evolution of wick saturation in
liquid and transient liquid behavior during the previous startup.
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Figure 4.14 Comparison With Experimental Data of El-Genk et al. (1995)
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Figure 4.15 Influence of Initial Void Fractions
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Summary
From the temperature profiles in the evaporator section, an estimation of the liquid
front position is calculated by implementing the generic model of Chapter 3 to
conventional heat pipe designs starting at room-temperature conditions. The current
model is robust enough to be applicable to different wick geometries and provides a
flexible routine-based method to predict the liquid depletion/recovery of the evaporator.
The predictions of transient liquid behavior were found to be in very good agreement with
the results deduced from the maximum capillary transport limit. Although temperatures
at the evaporator end cap might be over-predicted due to simplifying adiabatic conditions,
good agreement are found between the current model, the analytical results (Ambrose et al.,
1987), and the experimental data (Ambrose et al., 1987; Jang, 1990; and El-Genk et al.,
1995) from the literature.
Depending upon 1) heat pipe geometry and working fluid, 2) heat rate input and 3)
condenser cooling rate, different transient temperature and liquid behaviors may be
observed in agreement with the calculated capillary limit. In this chapter, a partial dryout
with a reduced effective evaporator length, a partial dryout followed by a complete or
incomplete liquid recovery, or a full evaporator dryout have been predicted. Several
conclusions on the transient liquid behavior can be listed:

1. A steep temperature gradient in the dried region resulting from the axial heat
transfer conducted to the wet region provided an estimation of liquid front
location.
2. For higher heat rates input at constant condenser cooling conditions, the wall
superheat and energy stored at the evaporator section become so significant that
the size of the dried region is caused to increase. Partial dryout and/or rewetting
of the wick are more likely expected to occur.
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3. For higher condenser cooling rates at constant heat input, energy stored in the heat
pipe sections remains limited since the heat pipe must transport immediately the
heat load to the condenser. As a result, if the heat transport rate is more
significant than the capillary limit during the transient response. This will cause
the wick to dry sooner and to not necessarily rewet.
Main differences observed between the two configurations of wick structure arise in
the determination of the liquid mean velocity and more generally in the estimation of the
liquid pressure drops. Because the grooves provide a less tortuous liquid flow path, the
viscous pressure drops are smaller than with other types of wick. Therefore, the current
model is highly sensitive to internal flow-wick properties. Non-uniform wick structure,
local variation of the pore size, and liquid saturation properties are the major causes of
uncertainties in the determination of liquid front location.
Discrepancies between the results of the theoretical model and the experimental
results come from two main factors: 1) simplifying model boundary conditions and 2)
uncertainty analysis in the experimental data. The void formation also poses a serious
heat transfer problem. Since heat must be conducted axially along the thin-walled pipe
into the wetted region, modest evaporator voids results in large temperature excursions.
Finally, any physical phenomenon which influences the liquid pressure drops of
conventional heat pipes needs to be included in the present transient heat pipe model. In
this perspective, the next chapter focuses on the physical mechanisms participating to the
transient behavior of a single graded groove heat pipe.

CHAPTER 5
MODEL APPLICATION TO
A SINGLE GRADED GROOVE HEAT PIPE

The objective of this chapter is 1) to provide additional validation for the present
dryout/rewetting model and 2) to include effects of external accelerations for simulating the
transient liquid response of a specific graded groove arterial heat pipe (see Figs. 5.1 and 5.2).
The single graded groove heat pipe was developed in the early 1990s in Ambrose &
Holmes, 1991; Ambrose et al., 1992).

The heat pipe is fabricated from aluminum

(6063-T6) extrusions and utilizes ammonia as the working fluid.

Its configuration

consists of two axial flow channels separating liquid from vapor passages.

Small

circumferential grooves are profiled on the interior walls of the vapor channel; whereas, a
1.02 m-long aluminum splitter was welded from the evaporator end to the condenser
section dividing the liquid artery into two main axial grooves. The liquid working fluid is
capillary-pumped from the liquid artery through the axial grooves to the circumferential
grooves, resulting in a thin liquid film in the vapor channel.

The latter enhances

evaporator and condenser areas, optimizing the local heat transfer coefficients. The
splitter reduced both 3.81-mm-width slot and liquid channel hydraulic diameter, increasing
the capillary pumping in the evaporator without significantly increasing the overall flow
resistance. A simplified design of the single graded groove heat pipe is used in the
computations (Fig. 5.3). Other relevant heat pipe parameters are summarized in Table 5.1.
Ochterbeck et al. (1995) developed a combined analytical and numerical model in
order to analyze the deprime/reprime (or the dryout/rewetting) characteristics of arterial
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Figure 5.1 Longitudinal Cross-sectional Area of a Single
Graded Groove Heat Pipe Extrusions
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(120 mm)

(3 mm)
Dv = 14.6 mm
Circumferial rectangular grooves

(3 mm)

w = 0.08 mm (evap) - 0.25 mm (cond)

1.65 mm

h = (0.2 mm)
Dl = 7.9 mm
7.9 mm
Groove splitter, 0.51 mm thickness
(Estimated values)

(4.1 mm)

(11.8 mm)

Figure 5.3 Approximated Cross-sectional Area of a Single Graded
Groove Heat Pipe Extrusions

Table 5.1 Summary of Heat Pipe Design Parameters: Ochterbeck et al. (1995)

Aluminum 6061/6063-TS3 cylindrical, groove slot
Container wall thickness
Inner vapor diameter
Evaporator length
Condenser length
Small diameter liquid artery
Slot width (cond.)
Slot width (evap.)
Slot taper angle
Splitter length
Splitter thickness
Wall groove height
Wall groove width
Wall groove taper angle
Estimated curvature radius
Initial temperature
Heat loads input

2.0 - 3.0 mm
14.6 mm
0.76 m
5.94 m
7.9 mm
3.81 mm
1.65 mm
0o
1.02 m
0.51 mm
0.2 mm
0.08 mm
0o
0.825 mm
267 K or -6oC
0 – 427 W
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heat pipes undergoing induced transient accelerations. The depriming analysis indicated
the importance of frictional effects on the liquid configuration for external accelerations in
direction of the evaporator which was not included in the previous analyses (Peng &
Peterson, 1992 b). The theoretical analysis of rewetting compared reasonably well with
experimental results from acceleration tests conducted aboard STS-43. Additionally, the
evaporator recovery time was affected only by the rewetting characteristics of the liquid
artery.
Several experimental works have shown that transient body forces can cause dryout
and rewetting of the capillary structure (Thomas et al., 1998; Zaghdoudi & Sarno, 2001).
Various investigators have numerically modeled the effect of transient accelerations of
unheated meniscus (Yerkes & Halliman, 1995 a, 1995 b) and of uniformly heated capillary
structures (Reagan & Bowman, 1999).
Findings from previous studies indicated a need for improved transient liquid models
in heat pipes subjected to short-term external accelerations under pulsed heat loads. Body
forces influence the liquid in a heat pipe wick. High amplitudes and intensities of adverse
accelerations result in a sudden evaporator dryout and a longer time to rewet.

A

theoretical study of mechanisms that control dryout and rewetting of single graded groove
heat pipe is developed and compared to SHARE flight II (Ochterbeck et al., 1995)
experimental results. This research is the first attempt to evaluate the effects of transient
body forces combined with wall superheat in heat pipe dryout and rewetting.

Steady-State Heat Pipe Performances
Submitting the single graded groove heat pipe to adverse accelerations will reduce the
effective capillary pressure and the maximum heat transport capability, while opposite
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liquid flow-oriented accelerations will facilitate the evaporator rewetting and increase the
heat transport capability. Adverse accelerations could result in a full evaporator dryout
and may require a decrease of power input in order to rewet the wick structure. Therefore,
the transport capability performances of a single groove graded heat pipe are investigated
by evaluating the steady state theoretical capillary limitation. In the case of the graded
groove heat pipe, the capillary limitation may occur either when
1. wall wick dry out – The liquid is not supplied to the evaporator grooves rapidly
enough to compensate the fluid being evaporated in the vapor channel.
2. the liquid artery dries out – The transport of the liquid from the condenser to the
evaporator is not accomplished due to insufficient capillary pumping pressure.
The cross-sectional area of the liquid flow and hydraulic diameter vary axially.
Neglecting the cross-sectional area of the splitter compared to that of the liquid flow, yields

Al ( x) ≈ π Dl2 /4 ,

(5.1)

where Dl is the nominal liquid artery diameter. Similarly to the liquid flow cross-sectional
area, the wetted perimeter varies along the heat pipe length such as
⎧≈ ( 2 + π ) Dl for Le − Ls < x ≤ Le
.
pw ( x ) ⎨
for − Lc < x ≤ Le − Ls
⎩= π Dl

(5.2)

Defining the wetted perimeter, the wetted portions of circumferential wall grooves and that
of splitter thickness have been neglected. Combining Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), the axial
variation of the hydraulic diameter is defined as
Dl
⎧
for Le − Ls < x ≤ Le
4 Al ⎪≈
.
Dh ,l ( x) =
⎨ 1+ (2 / π )
for − Lc < x ≤ Le − Ls
pw ⎪
⎩ = Dl

(5.3)
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Theoretical Maximum Capillary Heat Transport
For the single groove heat pipe to function properly, the net capillary pressure
difference between the evaporator and condenser must be greater than the summation of all
pressure losses occurring through the liquid and vapor paths. The maximum heat transport
capacity of a given heat pipe configuration is first developed with a pressure balance of
capillary and body forces opposed to viscous forces. Utilizing the techniques developed by
Chi (1976) for conventional heat pipes and Alario et al. (1984) for monogroove heat pipes,
two differential pressure balance relationships are characterized by
∆Pcap ,max , w =

∫ ( F + F )Qdx + ∆P
l

v

w

+ ∆Pb + ∆P+ + ∆P// ,

(5.4)

L

∆Pcap ,max , s =

∫ ( F + F )Qdx + ∆P + ∆P ,
l

v

b

//

(5.5)

L

where Q is the axial heat transfer through the heat pipe cross section. Equation (5.4)
defines the capillary pressure developed by the wall circumferential grooves in the vapor
channel that needs to overcome the viscous pressure losses in the vapor channel, the liquid
channel, and the circumferential grooves, plus the body force pressure losses due to
transient accelerations, axial and hydrostatic gravity effects. Equation (5.5) defines the
capillary pressure developed by the slot to overcome the frictional pressure of the liquid
and vapor channels, plus the body force pressure losses due to transient accelerations and
axial gravity effects. During space operations, in a normal zero-gravity environment, all
pressure losses due to gravity are neglected resulting in simplification of Eqs. (5.4) and
(5.5). The solutions of the previous set of equations provide a methodology to evaluate
the capillary limit. According to Ambrose et al. (1992), by introducing a splitter, the slot
and liquid artery are graded and change abruptly. Therefore, the capillary limitation needs
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to be checked at the splitter free end. The axial flow variation of the liquid and hydraulic
diameter is included in the liquid viscous pressure drops.
The maximum effective pumping pressure across the circumferential grooves and the
slot are respectively found by modifying the Laplace-Young equation, which yields

∆Pcap ,max , w =

2σ cos (θ + α g )
w

∆Pcap , max , s =

≈

2σ
,
w

(5.6)

2σ cos θ
,
ws

(5.7)

where αg is the taper angle (assumed to be equal to zero), w is the circumferential groove
width at the meniscus height, and ws is the slot width at the evaporator section. At the
splitter free end, the maximum effective pumping is checked such as

∆Pcap ,max , s =

2σ cos θ 2σ
≈
,
ws
ws

(5.8)

The liquid frictional coefficient Fl is always assumed to be in steady-state laminar
flow and evaluated from the expression
Fl ( x) =

µl

K ( x) Al ( x) ρl H fg

where K ( x) =

ϕ Dh,l 2 ( x)
32

,

(5.9)

Acknowledging the fact that porosity φ ≈ 1 for the entire circular liquid artery and that the
liquid hydraulic Dh,l was defined in Eq. (5.3), the liquid frictional coefficient is expressed as
⎧
128(1 + 2 / π ) 2 µl
=
F
for 0 ≤ x < Ls
⎪ l ,s
π Dl4 ρl H fg
⎪
Fl ( x) = ⎨
.
128
µ
l
⎪ F =
for Ls ≤ x < Lt
l
⎪
π Dl4 ρl H fg
⎩

(5.10)
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Similarly, the vapor frictional coefficient Fv is evaluated from the expression
Fv =

2 µv (Cv f v Rev )
,
Dv2 Av ρ v H fg

(5.11)

where Cv is constant that depends of the Mach number, Av = πDv2/4 is the cross-sectional
area of the vapor channel. The friction factor fv is determined according to the flow
regime and type of flow. Expressing the Reynolds number Rev in terms of heat input Q the
flow regime was determined from
Rev =

Dv Q
,
µv Av H fg

(5.12)

whereas the type of flow was determined from the Mach number defined as
Mav =

Q
,
ρ v Av H fg cs

(5.13)

where cs is the velocity of the sound.
Using the expressions of the friction factor Fv given by Peterson (1994) yields
⎧
32µv
⎪
2
Dv Av ρv H fg
⎪
⎪
2 −1/ 2
⎡ γ −1 ⎛
⎤
⎪⎪ 32µ
⎞
Q
v
v
⎢
Fv = ⎨ 2
1+
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ ⎥
ρ
ρ
D
A
H
A
H
c
2
⎢
⎪ v v v fg ⎣
⎝ v v fg s ⎠ ⎦⎥
⎪
3/ 4
⎪
⎛ Dv Q ⎞
µv
0.076 2
⎪
⎜
⎟
Dv Av ρ v H fg ⎜⎝ µv Av H fg ⎟⎠
⎩⎪

⎧ Rev < 2300
⎨
⎩ Mav < 0.2
⎧ Rev < 2300
,
⎨
⎩ Mav > 0.2

(5.14)

⎧ Rev > 2300
⎨
⎩ Mav

where γv is the ratio of specific heats.
The pressure drop occurring in the circumferential grooves was given by Alario et al.
(1984), assuming that the flow varies linearly from zero at the top of the vapor channel to a
maximum at the graded groove slot.
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Using the previous assumption yields

∆Pw = FwQmax =

4µlπ Dv ⎛
1
1
⎜
+
2
ρl H fg ⎜ ( ng Ag Dh , g L ) ( ng Ag Dh2, g L )
e
c
⎝

⎞
⎟ Qmax ,
⎟
⎠

(5.15)

where Ag, Dh,g, ng, are respectively the area, the hydraulic diameter, and the number of wall
groove per meter of the wall wicks, and Qmax is the maximum capillary heat transport rate.
The last pressure drop required is that occurring during transient accelerations exerted
by body forces on the liquid and vapor flow in the heat pipe. The inertial effects of the
body forces could generate disturbances along any combination of longitudinal, transverse,
and azimuthal directions, resulting in an eventual depriming. The tendency to deprime
occurs opposite to the acceleration loads. In the experimental flight tests (Ochterbeck. et
al., 1995), a longitudinal and uniform acceleration was imposed over a short duration of
time. The resulting body force Fbx,l along the axis (O-x), generated by an external
acceleration ax on the entire liquid column, in zero-gravity environment, is expressed as

Fbx ,l = ρl Al L

dU
= ρl Al Lax .
dt

(5.16)

This force results in an inertial pressure drop in the liquid channel of

∆Pb ,l = ρl ax L .

(5.17)

Similarly for the vapor channel, it was found

∆Pb , v = ρv ax L .

(5.18)

Since no load in the transverse accelerations is considered, the depriming principally
results from longitudinal inertial loads which are dominant in the liquid and vapor channels.
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Due to a significant difference ratio between liquid and vapor densities, the effects of body
force loads in the vapor channel are neglected when compared to those in the liquid
channel.
At this point, each individual term and simplifying assumption need to be substituted
into the pressure balances of Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5). When both of the differential pressure
relationships are satisfied, the maximum heat transport capacity can be found.

A

Newton-Raphson method could be utilized for determining the polynomial roots of the
expressions of the transport capacity. However, a quick-iterative routine is preferred
assuming that the heat flux is uniformly distributed in both the condenser and evaporator
regions, e.g., the effective length at constant mass flow rate can be introduced as the
following
Leff =

L + Lc
Q( x)
.
dx = e
2
Qmax
Ltot

∫

(5.19)

Integrating Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) to the overall heat pipe length by taking account of the
different expressions along the entire heat pipe length, it finally yields
2
⎡
⎤
L − Ls )
(
∆Pcap ,max , w − ∆Pb,l = ⎢( Fl , s + Fv ) Leff + ( Fl − Fl , s )
+ Fw ⎥ Qmax ,
2 Lc
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

(5.20)

2
⎡
L − Ls ) ⎤
(
∆Pcap ,max , s − ∆Pb,l = ⎢( Fl , s + Fv ) Leff + ( Fl − Fl , s )
⎥ Qmax .
2 Lc ⎥⎦
⎢⎣

(5.21)

The resulting set of equations can be solved for the maximum heat transport Qmax as a
function of thermophysical properties of the working fluid and of the geometrical
parameters of the heat pipe.

Qmax is first solved without the effect of transient

accelerations. Several parameters (laminar or turbulent vapor flow, compressible or not,
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capillary limitation at the splitter free end) are checked. The effects of adverse transient
accelerations are included afterwards for predicting the order of magnitude under which
the heat pipe is capable of normally operating.
Figure 5.4 depicts the steady-state performance of heat transport capacity in two cases:
1) without accelerations and 2) under several adverse accelerations. The experimental
data points in Fig. 5.4 were taken for capillary limit validation from Ambrose & Holmes
(1991) and Ambrose et al. (1992). Although the current predictions of maximum heat
transport are slightly over-predicted, the influence of accelerations on the curve trends is in
good agreement. From the previous steady-state analysis, it was concluded that the single
graded groove heat pipe was groove limited by the splitter-slot meniscus existing at the
evaporator section during normal operations. As illustrated in Fig. 5.4, a transient adverse
acceleration of 0.076 (±0.015 m/s2) at 0°C for a 467 W power input will definitively cause
the heat pipe to undergo dryout of the evaporator section where these were the test
conditions for the axial acceleration.
Figure 5.5 represents the evolutions of Mach and Reynolds numbers for the calculations
of capillary limit in case of no adverse acceleration. The vapor flow remains mostly
incompressible and turbulent for operating temperatures ranging between -60ºC and 80ºC.

Simplified Pressure Drops Model
To provide further insights for the vapor and liquid pressure profiles along the
SGGHP during transient operations, the pressure drops are first evaluated during normal
steady state operations assuming a complete flooded wick. The effects of body force
accelerations are also included. Several standard expressions have been used to describe
the pressure drops along the heat pipe.
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From techniques developed in the literature (by Chi, 1976; Peterson, 1994), and
assuming a laminar liquid flow, the differential vapor and liquid pressure drop relationships
for a SGGHP are expressed as
2 ( f v Rev ) µv m v 2m v dm v
dPv
=−
− 2
,
dx
Av Dv2
Av ρv dx

(5.22)

dPl
32µl m l 2m l dm l
=−
− 2
± ρl ax ,
dx
Al Dl2
Al ρl dx

(5.23)

where, for each equation, the first term of the right side corresponds to the frictional
pressure drops, the second term relates to the inertial pressure drops, and the third term
accounts for favorable or adverse longitudinal body force accelerations only included for
the liquid flow. Under steady state conditions, with a uniform heat flux input and that the
liquid and vapor mass flow rates are equal by continuity, then
dm v
dm
Q
=
=− l .
dx
H fg Le
dx

(5.24)

The condition of the vapor friction coefficient is given by Peterson (1994) based on the
vapor Reynolds and Mach numbers. Equations (5.22) and (5.23) give the vapor and liquid
pressure drop profiles, but not the absolute pressure level. It is assumed that the “wet
point” always exists such as Pl = Pv. Practically, the wet point is found at the tangency
point of the vapor pressure minimum and the liquid pressure maximum. The capillary
limit can be reached when the two pressure profiles verify ( Pv − Pl )max = 2σ . The absolute
w

pressure is given by the relationship between pressure and temperature of the vapor flow
from Thermodynamic Saturated Tables described in Appendix III,
Tv = Tv , sat ( Pv ) .

(5.25)
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Figures 5.6 and 5.7 illustrate the evolutions of the calculated pressure drops along the
SGGHP length and include the adverse effects of body force accelerations. In Fig. 5.7, the
overall calculated pressure is compared with the maximum capillary pressure ∆Pcap,max.
The pressure equality between the liquid and vapor occurs at the end of the condenser
section.
Two main conclusions are drawn:
3. At a uniform 427 W-heat input, without body force accelerations, the vapor flow
remains laminar and the vapor pressure drops are dominant compared to that of
the liquid flow. Liquid pressure drops could be considered uniform and
negligible along the liquid column. Because of relatively large heat pipe length,
the vapor pressure drops are mainly due to frictional losses along the vapor flow
channel. Therefore, frictional pressure drops can not be neglected in this
configuration. Such profiles of liquid and vapor pressure drops are opposite to
situations encountered in shorter conventional heat pipes. This was also
expected since the diameter of liquid channel is equivalent to that of the vapor
channel.
4. The body force accelerations significantly affect the liquid pressure drop profile.
The acceleration term in Eq. (5.23) becomes dominant over the viscous and
inertial terms of Eqs. (5.22) and (5.23). Due to liquid flow redistribution, the
overall pressure drop rapidly increases and reaches the maximum of capillary
limit. At 427 W, for a 0.076-m/s2 acceleration, dryout is expected to occur as
previously demonstrated in Fig. 5.4.

After evaluating the steady state operations of a SGGHP, the pressure drop model
could be extended to transient operations. As done in Ochterbeck et al. (1995), the
frictional pressure drops during the unsteady vapor flow can be approximated by the steady
flow frictional pressure drops at the same instantaneous properties of the vapor flow.
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Transient Heat Pipe Performances
In single graded groove heat pipes (as similar as in monogroove heat pipes), the
acceleration-induced depriming occurs essentially when the liquid moves out of the liquid
artery to the vapor channel through the groove slot and accumulates at the ends of the
condenser opposite to the direction of acceleration. The area through which the liquid
moves is axially changing during the depriming/repriming as the liquid redistributes in the
two channels. Under rapid adverse accelerations, the liquid artery will certainly deprime
before the slot, leaving a remaining thin liquid film on the walls of the liquid and vapor
channels (Peng & Peterson, 1992 b). Due to smaller radius characteristics, the liquid
depriming (and respective rewetting) of circumferential wall-wick grooves will be
sensitive to the liquid present at the slot base. Therefore, the depriming (and respective
rewetting) of both the slot and wall grooves could be treated independently of that of the
liquid artery. Additionally, low heat inputs at the evaporator section have a negligible
effect on the rewetting front of wall-wick grooves (Ochterbeck et al., 1995).
It was verified that in normal steady-state operation, the capillary pumping is
determined by the axial graded slot dimension (Fig. 5.4). When partial dryout/rewetting
exists due to an excess heat load and/or external accelerations, Ambrose & Holmes (1992)
indicated that the capillary pumping was created by the advancing meniscus in the liquid
artery and that the liquid hydraulic diameter was the characteristic capillary dimension.
Added frictional and capillary effects through the splitter inserts must be included in the
dryout/rewetting analysis in order to minimize approximations.

Therefore, it was

assumed that under normal operations, the capillary pumping is ensured by the axial
graded slot.

When partial dryout/rewetting occurs, the process is governed by the

capillary-induced pumping existing with the meniscus radius in the liquid channel and the
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slot separating the two channels, opposed to the effects of inertial (due to longitudinal
accelerations) and frictional forces. No flooding of the wall-wick grooves was allowed
and the heat pipe was assumed properly charged and primed. This latter condition is
obviously idealized since some of the liquid may remain at the far end of the condenser.

Implementation of Transient Body Force Accelerations
Following the methodology presented in Chapter 3, a simple one-dimensional
analytical model is described that predicts the motion of the heated meniscus subjected to
the combined effects of transient accelerations and pulsed heat loads. The entire liquid
artery is regarded as a single graded groove. The analytical formulation of the motion
equation was simplified assuming a bulk flow velocity only in the axial direction of the
heat pipe. At the initial state, the heat pipe was properly filled: the liquid ammonia
saturated the liquid channel, the groove slot, and the circumferential grooves, leaving only
the vapor channel void of liquid.

Mass Balance
From a mass balance described by Eq. (3.31), the velocity of the liquid front is

m
dε
= U 0 − evap .
ρl Al
dt

(5.26)

Momentum Balance
From a momentum balance on the entire liquid column,

G G d
G
Fs + Fb = (mU ) .
dt

(5.27)
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The surface and body forces in the axial direction combine into the axial force

Fx = Fsx + Fbx ,l .

(5.28)

The surface forces Fsx are formulated by accounting for the cumulative capillary effects of
the liquid-vapor interface and the wall shear stress associated with liquid flow in the liquid
channel. In the coordinate system selected with origin at the entrance of the evaporator
(Fig. 5.1), at any position x,
⎛ 2
2
−
Fsx = 2σ ⎜
⎜ D ( x) D
v
⎝ h ,l

x
⎞
⎟⎟ Al − ∫ τ w pw ( X )dX .
− Lc
⎠

(5.29)

where X is a dummy variable.
The wall shear stress is defined using the Darcy friction factor assuming laminar and
Newtonian flow,

τw =

8ρlU 2
,
Rel

(5.30)

where Rel is the Reynolds number defined as

Rel 

ρl Dh ,lU
.
µl

(5.31)

Using the flat-front model approximation (U = dx/dt) for describing the surface force
formulation and combining Eqs. (5.29-5.31) with Eq. (5.28) yields

⎛ 1
1
−
Fsx = 4σ ⎜
⎜ D ( x) D
v
⎝ h ,l

⎞
2µlU
⎟⎟ Al −
Al
⎠

x

∫

− Lc

pw2 dX .

(5.32)
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The total body force in the liquid along (O-x),
x

Fbx ,l = − ∫ ax ρl Al dX ±
− Lc

x

∫

g sin αρl Al dX ,

(5.33)

− Lc

is formulated by integrating over the volume of the liquid column the axial acceleration of
component ax. The second term corresponds to the longitudinal effects of gravity forces.
If the heat pipe remains horizontally, the tilt angle α = 0. In a zero-g environment, gravity
effects are neglected. Assuming uniform adverse accelerations in x and that the mass of
the liquid column is ml = ρl Al

x

∫ dX , the resulting forces reduce to

− Lc

Fbx ,l = − ρl Al ( Lc + x)ax ,

(5.34)

and the relation for the time rate of change in momentum is defined as
d
d
(mlU ) = ( ρl Al xU ) .
dt
dt

(5.35)

Combining Eqs. (5.31) - (5.34) into Eq. (5.26), the general equation of motion in a
zero-gravity environment becomes
4σ ⎛ 1
1
−
⎜⎜
ρl ⎝ Dh,l ( x) Dv

⎞ 32µl
⎟⎟ −
⎠ ρl

x

∫

− Lc

UdX
d
− ax ( Lc + x ) = ( xU ) .
2
Dh,l ( X )
dt

(5.36)

The solution of Eqs. (5.35) could be numerically solved using a conventional Runge-Kutta
4th order method. However, since the hydraulic response of the liquid flow to changes of
heat loads or external accelerations is much faster than the thermal response of the heat
pipe, the quasi-steady hydraulic response is justified such as in Chapter 3.
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For any x, the average bulk velocity is evaluated as
⎛ 1
1 ⎞
−
4σ ⎜⎜
⎟ − ax ρl ( Lc + x )
Dh ,l ( x) Dv ⎟⎠
⎝
U=
.
X
dX
32 µl ∫ 2
Dh ,l ( X )
− Lc

(5.37)

Depending upon the advancing or receding meniscus front and considering the axial
variations of the hydraulic diameter, Eq. (5.37) is refined as
For -Lc < ε ≤ -Ls+Le,

U (ε ) =

Dl2 ⎡ 4σ ⎛ 1
1
⎢
⎜ −
32 µl ⎣ ( Lc + ε ) ⎝ Dl Dv

⎤
⎞
⎟ − ρl ax ⎥ .
⎠
⎦

(5.38)

For -Ls+Le < ε ≤ 0,
⎡ ⎛1+ 2 / π 1 ⎞
⎤
4
a
L
−
−
+
σ
ρ
ε
(
)
⎢
⎥
⎜
⎟
l
x
c
Dv ⎠
Dl2
⎝ Dl
⎣
⎦
.
U (ε ) =
32µl ⎡ Lc + (1 + 2 / π ) 2 ε + ( 2 / π )2 (1 + π ) ( Ls − Le ) ⎤
⎣
⎦

(5.39)

At the entrance of the evaporator, the average velocity is
⎡ ⎛ 1+ 2 / π 1 ⎞
⎤
4
a
L
σ
ρ
−
−
⎢
⎥
⎜
⎟
l
x
c
Dv ⎠
Dl2 ⎣ ⎝ Dl
⎦.
U0 =
2
32µl ⎡ Lc + ( 2 / π ) (1 + π ) ( Ls − Le ) ⎤
⎣
⎦

(5.40)

Energy Balance
Due to a large difference in the values of the thermal diffusivities between the
aluminum shell and the ammonia working fluid in the liquid and vapor channels, a nearly
uniform heat transfer to the liquid artery is assumed, although heat fluxes are applied on the
area Ae of the fin array. As previously developed, an energy balance in the dry region yields
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1 ∂Tw ∂ 2Tw
q"
= 2 +
,
α w ∂t
∂x
k wt w

"
eff

q

∂Tw
∂x

=
x =ε ( t )

d ⎡( ρ c )eff Tc ⎤
⎦t ,
q − ⎣
w
dt
"

ρl Al H fg ⎛
kw Aw

"
d ε (t ) qeff (t )ε (t ) ⎞
−
−
U
⎜⎜ 0
⎟⎟ ,
ρ
dt
A
H
l
l
fg
⎝
⎠

(5.41)

(5.42)

(5.43)

where Tc (t) is the saturated liquid temperature at the condenser section, which will be
determined in the next section, tw is the wick thickness, and Aw is the cross-sectional area of
heat pipe wall region including the fin array and external thermal mass.
At x = Le, t > 0,
∂Tw
∂x

= 0.
x = Le

(5.44)

At x = ε(t), t > 0,
Tw (ε , t ) = Tc (t ) .

(5.45)

Tw ( x, 0) = Tc (0) .

(5.46)

ε (0) = Le .

(5.47)

At t = 0, x > 0,

At t = 0,
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Implementation of Several Condenser Physical Mechanisms
Relevant physical mechanisms occurring in the condenser section of the present
SGGHP may also affect the transient heat pipe behavior. In order to show their influence,
the previous transient liquid model needs to include several condenser mechanisms such as
1) an external radiative heat boundary condition and 2) an excess of liquid accumulation at
the end of the condenser section when the liquid column recedes.

Condenser Temperature
Considering a constant space temperature at T∞ = -6°C, the uniform temperature of
the condenser section Tc (t) could be approximated by a general lumped capacitance
method with a radiative boundary condition.
For t > 0,

Ctot

dTc (t )
= Q(t ) − ε m k B Ac (Tc4 (t ) − T∞4 ) .
dt

(5.48)

And at t = 0,
Tc (t ) = T∞ .

(5.49)

The active heat transfer surface area Ac at the condenser was estimated as approximately as
0.5 × Lc (m). Ctot is the corresponding thermal capacity of the system including the heat
pipe, working fluid, heater, and fin arrays. The thermal capacity of the system was
evaluated at Ctot ≈ 12.7 kJ/K. The 1st order, non-linear, non-homogeneous, ordinary
differential expression in Eq. (5.47) was solved using a numerical iterative
Newton-Raphson secant method. To validate the lumped capacitance assumption, the
model was compared to experimental tests given in Ambrose & Holmes (1991).
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Figure 5.8 Transient Condenser Temperature Profile,
Comparison with LMSC/LTV Deprime Test II (x = 3.4290 m)

The experimental temperature data were reported at mid-point of the condenser
section as shown in Fig. 5.8. The results from lumped capacitance model are good with
the experimental data. Model discrepancies arises due to several factors: 1) uncertainties
with estimations of the thermal mass of the system, 2) uncertainties in the experimental
data, 3) liquid flow redistribution within the condenser wick after applying an adverse
transient disturbance, and 4) non-uniform condenser temperatures.

Although

approximated, the lumped analysis presented here provides a robust way to describe the
transient evolution of condenser temperature.
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Critical Liquid Pool Length at the Condenser End
The liquid configuration at different times is illustrated in Fig. 5.9, where Hv is the
length of liquid column in the vapor channel. Assuming the heat pipe is properly charged
and operates normally in a zero-gravity environment, an adverse transient longitudinal
acceleration will certainly cause the liquid to flow out of the liquid channel through the
connecting slot and accumulate at the end of the condenser section as a liquid slug. When
the duration and/or amplitude of the acceleration are sufficient, a maximum slug height
physically could be reached, and the liquid column in the vapor channel is equal to that of
the liquid channel (Fig. 5.9.c).
A similar liquid slug is also obtained in zero-gravity environment when an excess of
condensed working fluid is accumulated at the end of the condenser section. In order to
determine the critical slug height, a liquid mass conservation is provided. The differential
changes in the liquid channel and vapor channel heights are deduced with
Al dH l = − Av dH v ,

(5.50)

which integrates at constant cross-sectional areas and for an unheated groove into
H crit =

Al L
.
Al + Av

(5.51)

A numerical estimation for the present single grooved heat pipe yields Hcrit = 1.51 m. The
limiting condition of equality of liquid heights in the vapor and liquid channels were also
included into the comprehensive dryout/rewetting model accounting for the evaporated
mass of liquid in the evaporator section.
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Fig. 5.9 Idealized Movement of the Liquid Column During a
Transient Acceleration and Liquid Pool - Case Deprime II LMSC/LTV
a) t = 0 min, b) t = 4 min, and c) t > 4 min Before Rewetting
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In the previous developed closed-form solution, only wall-liquid viscous and capillary
forces were considered acting on the receding/rewetting liquid column, thus neglecting the
viscous effects in the vapor channel. If such an analysis were found to be valid for most
conventional heat pipes because of negligible and uniform vapor pressure drops compared
to that of liquid in the wick, this might reveal false for a single graded groove heat pipe
where liquid and vapor channels have comparable diameters and are connected by a wide
groove slot. As seen in steady-state SGGHP performances, the frictional pressure drops
in the vapor flow were dominant compared to the viscous liquid pressure drops. In
transient operations, the vapor frictional pressure drops may significantly affect the liquid
transient behavior.

The shear stress interactions at the liquid-vapor interface may

contribute to a reduction of the liquid bulk velocity, thus influencing the overall liquid
column during the dryout/rewetting process.
A more detailed analysis of the vapor flow dynamics in the SGGHP needs to be
carried out. The next section focuses on the influence of frictional vapor flow in the
momentum balance of receding/advancing liquid column.

Implementation of Frictional Vapor Flow Effects
Liquid-vapor frictional interactions were subjected to different investigations for
internally rectangular and triangular groove ducts in miniature and micro heat pipes.
Thomas et al. (2001) gave an updated and recent literature review. They provided the
mean velocity, volumetric flow rate, and Poiseuille Number for a fully developed laminar
flow of liquid in trapezoidal grooves using a finite difference solution. The effect of vapor
flowing was accounted by relating the liquid velocity gradient to the friction factor of the
vapor flow. The results were used into a semi-analytical model and two-point numerical
solution to determine the effects of groove fill amount on a capillary limit of a revolving
helically grooved heat pipe.

It was found that interfacial shear stress due to
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counter–current flow decreases the maximum heat transport capability. The predictions
of the improved capillary limit model compared very well with the experimental data.
Modeling the SGGHP performance, Ambrose et al. (1991) already included the
interfacial liquid-vapor shear stress effects in modifying the liquid friction factor based on
two dimensional finite element analysis of the liquid flow. Because determining the
liquid-vapor shear stress is complicated by 1) the mass addition and removal in the
evaporator and condenser, respectively, and by 2) the compressibility of the vapor phase, a
numerical analysis such as carried out in Ambrose et al. (1991) was not required for the
present one-dimensional simplified model. An alternative procedure for evaluating the
effect of vapor pressure drops on the liquid flow was developed.
The objective of this section is to determine if the counter-current (or co-current when
liquid flow deprimes) vapor flow over the liquid-vapor interface affects the transient liquid
behavior in the single graded groove heat pipe. In order to solve the complex problem, the
following simplifying assumptions are made: 1) the liquid velocity did not affect the vapor
flow, 2) the variation of the shear stress along the L-V interface was neglected, 3) the
counter-current liquid and vapor flows will not cause any instability of L-V interface,
specifically, no entrainment phenomena will occur, and 4) the L-V interface temperature
can be approximated as being equal to the vapor temperature Tv.

Mass Balance
The average vapor velocity Uv is deduced from the mass flux evaporated
Uv =

m evap

ρv Av

.

(5.52)
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Momentum Balance
As previously developed, a momentum balance on the entire liquid column (Fig. 5.1),
including the L-V shear stress τlv associated with the vapor flow, is given at any x by
⎛ 2
2
−
2σ ⎜
⎜ D ( x) D
v
⎝ h ,l

x
x
⎞
d
⎟⎟ Al − ∫ τ w pw ( X )dX + ∫ τ lv plv dX = ρl Al ( xU ) ,
dt
− Lc
− Lc
⎠

(5.53)

where plv is the wetted perimeter at the L-V interface. Since the liquid fills up the groove,
plv is approximated by the width of the connecting slot w. The L-V interface shear stress
can be evaluated using
⎧ 1
2
for co-current flow,
⎪⎪ 2 f vU v
τ lv = ⎨
⎪− 1 f U 2 for counter-current flow.
⎪⎩ 2 v v

(5.54)

The friction coefficient fv is determined from the vapor velocity and conditions on
Reynolds and Mach numbers (Peterson, 1994) such as done in the steady state analysis.
Invoking the assumption of quasi-steady behavior of the liquid layer, Eq. (5.53) in a
zero-gravity environment becomes
4σ ⎛ 1
1
−
⎜⎜
ρl ⎝ Dh ,l ( x) Dv

⎞ 32 µlU
⎟⎟ −
ρl
⎠

ε

∫

− Lc

wU v2
dX
−
Dhl2 ( X ) 2 Al ρl

ε

∫

f v dX = 0 .

(5.55)

− Lc

Depending upon the advancing or receding meniscus front, assuming a uniform friction
factor along the heat pipe length, and considering the axial variation of the hydraulic
diameter Dh,l, Eq. (5.55) can be integrated and rearranged as
For -Lc < ε ≤ -Ls+Le,

U (ε ) =

Dl2 ⎡ 4σ ⎛ 1
1 ⎞ wf vU v2 ⎤
−
⎢
⎥.
⎜
⎟−
32µl ⎣ ( Lc + ε ) ⎝ Dl Dv ⎠
2 Al ⎦

(5.56)
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For -Ls+Le < ε ≤ 0,
⎡ ⎛ 1 + 2 / π 1 ⎞ wf vU v2
⎤
−
( Lc + ε ) ⎥
⎢ 4σ ⎜
⎟−
2 Al
Dv ⎠
⎣ ⎝ Dl
⎦

Dl2
U (ε ) =
.
32µl ⎡ Lc + (1 + 2 / π ) 2 ε + ( 2 / π )2 (1 + π ) ( Ls − Le ) ⎤
⎣
⎦

(5.57)

It follows that at x = 0, the average liquid velocity at the evaporator entrance is
⎡ ⎛ 1 + 2 / π 1 ⎞ wf vU v2 ⎤
−
Lc ⎥
⎢ 4σ ⎜
⎟−
2 Al
Dv ⎠
Dl2 ⎣ ⎝ Dl
⎦.
U0 =
32µl ⎡ Lc + ( 2 / π )2 + (1 + π ) ( Ls − Le ) ⎤
⎣
⎦

(5.58)

Equation (5.58) is then coupled with the thermal model in the wet and dry regions
previously described in Eqs. (5.41) to (5.49). Because Eqs. (5.56) to (5.58) are implicit
functions of the average vapor velocity Uv and friction factor fv, a laminar vapor flow
condition is initially set up. An iterative procedure determines the liquid velocity U and
the vapor velocity Uv as well. Initially, computational calculations are ran considering the
vapor velocity Uv = 0 and the liquid recovering velocity U = U0. Once a value of mass
flow rate evaporated m evap is found, the vapor velocity is determined from Eq. (5.52) as
well as the vapor friction coefficient fv according to the Reynolds and Mach numbers of the
vapor flow. A new value of the liquid mean velocity is deduced from integrating Eq. (5.55)
such as U = U1. While the convergence criteria in average liquid velocities, defined as
U1 − U 0
< 10−7 ,
U0

(5.59)

is not respected, the iterations on the wall temperature Tw(x,t) and liquid front location ε(t)
start over with a new value of the liquid average velocity U.
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Results and Discussions
Combined effects of transient body force accelerations and wall superheat, effect of
the liquid slug accumulation, and effects of frictional vapor flow are presented in the
following sections. Fig. 5.10 presents SHARE Flight II experimental data of LMSC/LTV
Deprime II taken from Ochterbeck et al. (1995). For model comparison, a reference time
is initially taken at MET=117.2 h when the heat load was increased stepwise from zero to
427 W full load 4 minutes prior to application of external accelerations.
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Figure 5.10 LMSC/LTV Deprime II Temperature Distribution,
Experimental Data From Ochterbeck et al. (1995)

Effect of Longitudinal Accelerations
As previously discussed, the transient evolution of the condenser temperature starting
at -6°C is considered to vary uniformly according to data provided in Figs. 5.8 and 5.10.
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The single graded groove heat pipe was fully primed with liquid ammonia and operated
normally according to the maximum heat transport capability (Fig. 5.4). Therefore, the
front location of the fluid was first considered at the evaporator end cap. The theoretical
predictions of the liquid front location (measured from the evaporator end) are presented in
Fig. 5.11 along with experimental data obtained from the temperature profiles in Fig. 5.12.
Only effects of wall superheat and transient disturbances were included in the liquid front
predictions. As illustrated in Fig. 5.11, several phases of the liquid dynamic response can
be distinguished and quantified. Verified in the steady state performances and capillary
limit calculations, a 0.076 m/s2 short-term acceleration at t = 4 min causes the evaporator
section to fully deprime. With larger intensities than axial fluxes applied, a sudden
acceleration disturbance appears to control the receding phase. It was verified that if no
acceleration was imposed, the SGGHP would not experience dryout at 427 W.
After 8 seconds past depriming, the liquid column starts rewetting and reaches the
splitter free end (at t = 7 min.) and the evaporator section (between t = 7 and 8 min).
Transient axial heat conduction is expected along the overall evaporator length. The
presence of wall superheat, which vaporizes the advancing meniscus, appears to control the
rewetting phase in the evaporator section. Very good agreement (along with model
assumptions) between the model predictions and flight tests is observed for the liquid
rewetting process.

The average rewetting velocity at the evaporator entrance was

estimated to be about 1.5 cm/s.
Fair agreement between theoretical and experimental results of the internal
temperature distributions also were found from Figs. 5.12 and 5.13. General trends of
temperature gradients better correlated in the rewetting phase than the depriming one.
Because of adiabatic conditions at the evaporator end cap and the thermal mass not being
taken into account, the temperature gradient in the dried extent slightly over-predict in the
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rewetting phase. Since the theoretical determination of the liquid front is partly coupled
with the amplitude of temperature gradients in the dried region, a thermal over-prediction
should result in a slower arterial rewetting. This phenomenon was observed in the
theoretical liquid front curves in Fig. 5.11. Additional model discrepancies were noticed
due to a combination of several effects: 1) the inherent difficulty of evaluating the correct
thermal mass at a specific cross-sectional area, 2) non-uniform condenser temperatures, 3)
slug formation in zero-gravity environment, and 4) frictional vapor pressure drops on the
liquid momentum balance. The influence of the last effects 3) and 4) are developed
further in the next sections.
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Figure 5.11 Theoretical Liquid Front Location, Influence of
Wall Superheat and Transient Acceleration
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Effect of Condenser Slug Formation
As previously mentioned, an adverse acceleration will result in receding liquid out of
the evaporator section and liquid accumulation at the end of condenser.

From the

corrected liquid front locations presented in Fig. 5.13, the arterial depriming under a
transient acceleration is limited for a few seconds by the liquid slug accumulated at the
condenser end. Because the liquid slug is incompressible, a delay time exists between the
depriming and rewetting phases. The magnitude of this delay is a direct function of the
amplitude and duration of the transient acceleration. Since the working fluid temperature
slightly and uniformly increases during the initial 4 minutes, the liquid density and volume
do not vary notably over the heat pipe length. Therefore, the front of liquid accumulation
at the condenser end for Deprime Test II was found to be equal to the value from Eq. (5.51).
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The working fluid inventory of the present heat pipe was estimated as an initial mass
of charged ammonia of 210 g (at 267 K). According to Ambrose et al. (1992), an initial
mass of 290 g (corresponded to 5 % overcharge at 210 K) was appreciatively given for
optimum heat transport capacity at ambient pre-flight tests. Since the overcharge is a
function of temperature, partial agreement is found with the previous Ambrose et al. (1992)
experimental observations. The effect of 290 g theoretical liquid mass corresponding to a
38 % overcharge is illustrated in the next plot Fig. 5.15. With this overcharge, the liquid
rewetting front becomes independent of amplitude of transient accelerations. Thus, the
mechanisms occurring at the condenser influence the transient liquid behavior and improve
theoretical predictions. A liquid slug formation tends to reduce the gap between the
curves at different accelerations.
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Finally, in ground test conditions, the capillary forces could not support a liquid slug
across the vapor diameter at the condenser end. Any working fluid overcharge would
cause a liquid puddle to accumulate at the end of the condenser instead of a liquid slug in
zero-gravity environment.

Frictional Effects of Vapor Flow
Results on frictional losses in the vapor channel and vapor-counter flow behavior
were only taken into account in the evaporator section during the liquid vaporization.
Frictional vapor flow slightly reduces the liquid rewetting velocity. Figure 5.16 shows
this effect on the evaporator rewetting combined with the effects of wall superheat.
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Figure 5.17 Temperature Distribution During Evaporator Rewetting,
with Wall Superheat and Frictional Vapor Effects

Although excellent agreement appears from the liquid front locations, theoretical
predictions should be contrasted with only fair results on the rewetting temperature
distributions in Fig. 5.17. In this test, due to several factors 1) model uncertainties and
approximations and 2) long condenser length compared to that of the evaporator, it is
recommended to consider that the capillary rewetting is mainly limited by the amplitude of
wall temperature gradient in the evaporator. If more accurate predictions are needed, the
frictional vapor flow effects could be included in the analysis. During the depriming
phase, vapor flow effects are negligible compared to the effect of the body force
acceleration.
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Summary
The validation of the liquid basic model of Chapter 3 was successfully extended to the
arterial liquid dynamics and thermal response of a single graded groove heat pipe. Not
only does the model accurately predict the liquid leading-front location and internal
temperature distributions, but it also combines effects of external accelerations, wall
superheat, working fluid overcharge, frictional vapor flow, and condenser physical
mechanisms. These improvements extend the ability of the current model to perform
transient simulations over a broader range of heat pipe designs. Good agreement was
obtained between theoretical predictions and Share II flight experimental data.

It

confirmed major conclusions and observations made on the previous analyses (Ambrose et
al., 1992; Peng & Peterson, 1992 b; and Ochterbeck et al., 1995). However, it was
demonstrated that the transient operations of a single graded groove heat pipe were very
sensitive to a 0.076 m/s2 transient body force acceleration. It will cause the liquid to
completely flow out of the evaporator section.

The evaporator rewetting is mostly

controlled by the axial flux conducted from the dried region to the wet region. Including
the frictional vapor counter flow effects provide a better insight of determining the liquid
leading-front position during the evaporator rewetting. In the present case of study for
LMSC/LTV Deprime II, frictional vapor flow effects were only observable during the
evaporator reprime, which slightly reduced the liquid rewetting velocity. Frictional vapor
pressure drops compared to inertial pressure drops are dominant in steady state operations.
Unfortunately, due to a major transient acceleration controlling the dryout mechanism and
model uncertainties, it was unable to demonstrate if the pressure drops in the vapor channel
were affecting significantly the arterial depriming. It may be a good subject for future
investigations.
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Additional model improvements were made in accounting for the liquid slug
limitation at the end of the condenser section. The assumption on the uniform variation of
the condenser temperature was acceptable. This allowed to predict the transient heat pipe
temperature from a lumped capacitance model with a radiative boundary condition.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

The rationale of this work was to efficiently model the transient operations of a broad
range of low-temperature heat pipes starting from room-temperature conditions.

A

thorough understanding of physical mechanisms significantly contributing to the liquid
flow dynamics was useful to improve predictions of transient operations. The state of the
art on transient heat pipe analyses reviewed showed that most experiments conducted on
normal startups of room-temperature heat pipes were performance heat pipe tests rather
than careful considerations of physical mechanisms. Among various available numerical
transient treatments, few theoretical studies attempt to include dryout and recovery in their
thermal predictions. In this perspective, the current study provided a powerful predictive
method for engineers and software developers needing to incorporate the dryout and
rewetting their transient analyses.

Modeling Outcomes and Comparison with Experiments
The presented model provides a simplified approach of determining transient
performances of room-temperature heat pipes. Based on the flat front model of the liquid
distribution along a single axial groove structure, a one-dimensional transient analysis was
extended to a variety of heat pipe designs (from conventional to single graded groove heat
pipes) with different types of wick structures: wrapped screens, axial, and arterial grooves.
Very flexible compared to a fully-developed numerical approach, the current model
assumed a uniformly-distributed working fluid and combined different physical
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mechanisms such as 1) evaporator wall superheat, 2) axial wall conduction from the dry
region to the wet region of the evaporator, 3) disturbances due to transient body force
accelerations, 4) liquid slug limitation at the end of the condenser section, and 5) the effects
of vapor frictional losses for the case of a single graded groove heat pipe. The work also
included the part of liquid vaporization in the wet evaporator region and the lumped
capacitance evolution of working fluid temperatures during pulsed heat loads. A fully
implicit numerical solution along with a transient moving boundary condition was
developed to determine the wall temperature distribution, liquid front location, rate of void
formation, and evaporated mass flow rates.

Main improvements were especially

conducted in the way of predicting the liquid partial dryout followed by liquid recovery.
Theoretical results were compared to previous experimental and numerical
investigations available in the literature. Five sample case-studies based on Ambrose
(1987), Jang (1990), Ochterbeck et al. (1995), El-Genk et al. (1995), and Yan &
Ochterbeck (1996) were examined and successfully tested. The relevant features of the
present theoretical analysis, which are in good agreement with the previous investigations,
are:
1. The liquid distribution in the wick structure affects the transport capability and
transient operations of room-temperature heat pipes.
2. The liquid front location generally depends on the amplitude of heat load input,
heat transport capability, and time constant of the system (heat pipe and heating
elements). The liquid front edge vaporization is controlled by the axial wall
conduction from the dry to the wet region.
3. Dryout conditions were predicted when rates of liquid evaporated in the wet
region was greater than those supplied by capillary-induced flow. Dryout was
accompanied and amplified by a rapid temperature increase of the dry region
while temperature may remain uniformly distributed in the wet region.
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4. Liquid recovery was driven by the average liquid flow velocity and limited by the
axial temperature gradient in the dried region. Rewetting times were generally
found to be longer than dryout times.
5. A critical heat flux exists such that the liquid-front edge may stagnate when the
heat pipe reaches steady-state operation.
6. The theoretical results showed that uniform working fluid temperatures and liquid
flat-front model are acceptable during dryout and rewetting behavior for
long-wick and larges heat pipes.
7. Any physical mechanisms that significantly affect the liquid flow momentum
need to be considered in the transient heat pipe analyses. The liquid
dryout/rewetting is particularly sensitive to transient external body force
accelerations. In LMSC/LTC deprime II tests, frictional vapor counter flow has
little impact on the evaporator rewetting where wall superheat and thermal system
capacity are the main limiting parameters.

Discrepancies between theoretical and experimental results arise primarily from the
simplified modeling of the wick structure which was considered uniformly saturated and
isotropic. It was noticed that:
1. Wick structures that offer a more tortuous flow passage had slower transient liquid
responses than those of axial grooved heat pipes. In this case, expressions of the
returning mean velocity may be over-estimated.
2. Prescriptions of the flat boundary condition at the liquid meniscus interface during
dryout/rewetting processes require detailed knowledge of the local wick
saturation distribution, transient fluctuations of the internal liquid flow, and wick
properties.
Other model discrepancies come from the inherent difficulty to correctly evaluate the
system thermal mass associated with the heat pipe, the heating and cooling elements, e.g.
heater saddle, fins arrays, or cooling jacket. The additional thermal mass generally adds a
thermal lag to the heat pipe transient response and additional energy storage as well. This
significantly affects the heat pipe time constants and may generate larger errors in
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predicting liquid front locations. Such effects would definitively have to be considered in
transient analyses of miniature heat pipes.

Some Recommendations for Future Work
The theoretical analysis presented here applies to a standard configuration heat pipe
with conventional wicks, as well as a single graded groove heat pipe. The following list of
recommendations deals with open and non-exhaustive areas of model development. It
would be useful to
1. extend the analytical model to more complex heat pipe designs such as Loop Heat
Pipes and Capillary Pumped Loops.
The transient response of these
capillary-driven systems to power changes should not be fundamentally different
when similar physical processes occur. Further investigations should be
conducted into the dryout performance of these advanced heat pipe concepts as
well as the transient heat pipe operations in other operating limits.
2. include the effects of the wick saturation during dryout and rewetting of the
working fluid.
3. include non-condensable gas in the condenser section. The presence of
non-condensable gas increases the “thermal resistance” of the condenser by
forming a boundary layer at the condensing surface across which the vapor must
diffuse. Therefore, the temperatures of heat pipes with non-condensable gas
tend to increase rapidly and can be viewed as constant under varying heat loads.
Such transient responses must influence the capillary dryout and rewetting
behaviors.

APPENDICES
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Appendix I: Summary Tables
Transient models from the literature include a variety of assumptions and solving
numerical techniques which are reported in Table A.1.1.

Abbreviations used in Table A.1.1:
Low-T = Low- (cryogenic) temperature heat pipe
Room-T = Room-temperature heat pipe
High-T = High-temperature heat pipe
Evap/Cond = Evaporation and Condensation rates
1-D, 2-D, 3-D = One, two, and three-dimensional
FDM = Finite Differences Method
BEM = Boundary Element Method

(1988)

Cylindrical

Cylindrical

Cylindrical

Cylindrical

Room-T Cylindrical

Low-T

High-T

High-T

Hitchcock High-T

Bowman &

(1987)

et al.

Ambrose

(1985)

Colwell

Chang &

(1985)

Beam

(1967)

Cotter
Darcy flow, liquid frontal
startup

incompressible, laminar,
unsteady

unsteady

incompressible, laminar,

conditions

included

friction coefficient for
1-D steady compressible
effect not included

transient

law, laminar, turbulent,

Not included

temperature, capillary

(FDM)

Not included

obtained experimentally

temperature profile

and w/o energy storage,

suction, isothermal

(uniform temperature)

Dryout prediction with

Colwell & Chang (1984)

with experimental data

Relative good agreement

Numerical compressible, perfect gas

at condenser

convective boundary

Not included

radius of meniscus

volume fraction vs.

relationship based on

temperature (?), capillary

Severe time restriction,

capillary effect included

Not included, only

radiative boundary

capacity, rewetting model

1-D, mass, Darcy flow,

convective or

thermal conductivity and

balance, continuity of

included

capillary effects not

Temperature profile,

gradient calculated

assumed, temperature

Temperature profile

Comments

Uniform injection

constant properties

uniform temperature,

1-D, lumped model,

model, constant properties

conduction with

conduction with effective

Evap/Cond from energy

(uniform temperature)

Not included

(uniform temperature)

Not included

Liquid-vapor interface

2-D, mass+momentum,

(Lumped)

Analytical

(FDM)

2-D, transient heat

at the condenser

convective boundary

Not included, only

Not included

Wall

2-D, transient heat

wick capacitance

1-D, mass, Darcy flow,

1-D, mass+momentum,

1-D, mass+momentum,

1-D, mass+momentum,

Liquid-Wick

Vapor

Numerical 1-D, lumped capacitance

(Lumped)

Analytical

(Lumped)

Analytical

Analysis

Summary Tables of Transient Modeling Efforts

Reference HP Type Geometry

Table A.1.1.
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1-D,

laminar, quasi-steady

compressible, perfect gas,

(1990)

Faghri

Cao &

High-T

Cylindrical

boundary conditions

regimes

(FDM)

law, laminar, unsteady

compressible, perfect gas

Numerical mass+momentum+energy,

2-D,

model, radial layers for

included), all flow

balance, vapor saturation,
capillary effects not
included

radiative and
convective boundary
conditions

balance, pooling of
excess liquid from liquid

conduction and radial
lumped model

2-D, transient heat

interfacial energy
averaged area heat

averaged velocities

laminar, unsteady, local

at condenser

capillary neglected

Clausius-Clapeyron,

temperature from

balance, saturated

interfacial energy

Evap/Cond from

volume fraction

theory, temperature from
2-D, transient

Evap/Cond from kinetic

Evap/Cond from
interfacial energy

conduction with

radius of meniscus

volume fraction vs.

relationship based on

2D, transient heat

conduction

2-D, transient

momentum, incompressible, conduction, radiation

thermal conductivity, mass,

2-D, heat conduction with

axial liquid-solid front

startup

(1990)

of non-condensible gas

Cylindrical Numerical Dusty Gas model (effect from vapor fraction volume,

heat and mass transfer,

mass+momentum+energy,

frozen

1-D transient area-averaged

capacity

change with equivalent heat

1-D,

laminar, unsteady

compressible, perfect gas, unsteady, solid-liquid phase

liquid-vapor coupled,

mass+momentum+energy,

2-D,

thermophysical properties

temperature dependent on

liquid-vapor coupled,

Doster

(FDM)

Numerical mass+momentum+energy,

(FDM)

Numerical mass+momentum+energy,

balance, capillary

mass+momentum+energy,

Liquid-vapor interface
Evap/Cond from energy

Wall

2-D,

Liquid-Wick

compressible, mixtures, radial lumped model, dryout

Cylindrical

Cylindrical

1-D,

Vapor

High-T

startup

frozen

High-T

High-T

Analysis

Hall &

(1990)

Jang et al.

(1989)

El-genk

Seo &

Reference HP Type Geometry

Ivanovskii et al. (1982)

comparison test with

SIMPLE code used,

number, Patankar and

tests for high Mach

state

heat pipe from frozen

the startup of liquid metal

fully transient model of

THROHPUT code for

method

ADI and Beam-Warming

frozen startup. Implicit

Model related to the

operations limits

operations, prediction of

simulation of reversed

the wick neglected,

the effect of porosity in

Fully-thawed lithium HP,

Comments
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(1991-93)

al.

Bowman et

Cao (1991)

Buchko,

Faghri &

al. (1991)

Issacci et

(1991)

Faghri

Cao &

Room-T

Low-T,

High-T

Low-T

High-T

Analysis

1-D, mass+momentum,

Vapor

2-D,

turbulent, unsteady

perfect gas law, laminar,

2-D,

law, laminar, unsteady

compressible, perfect gas

(FDM)

convective heat transfer
coefficient, capillary
effects not included

conduction with
convective boundary
condition

Cao & Faghri (1990)
saturation temperature

coefficient for shear stress

saturated vapor, friction

and temperature results

restrictions, velocities

using air, important time

experimental heat pipe

Comparison with

SIMPLE codes.
Good comparisons with
balance, vapor at

methods

with SOR iterative

SIMPLER and CONDIF

profiles, Patankar code

pressure, velocity

Evap/Cond from energy

saturation temperature

energy balance, vapor at

incompressible in space,

boundary condition

and convective

conduction, radative

2-D, steady

resistance

Radial thermal

Evap/Cond from radial

Evap/Cond from
Not included

thermal conductivity

conduction with effective

2-D, transient heat

dynamics neglected

resistance, liquid flow

Radial and axial thermal

Vapor temperature,

mass velocities, capillary
boiling limits included

(vapor) codes

blowing and suction

radiation

to predict the boiling
limit, Patankar, SIMPLE

Clausius Clapeyron,

convection and

effective thermal

2-D, transient heat

laminar, turbulent,

Comments

energy balance, saturated Good agreements with

Evap/Cond from radial

Liquid-vapor interface

3-D, heat conduction, vapor temperature from Faghri (1995), need effort

Wall

conductivity and capacity

3-D, heat conduction,

Liquid-Wick

compressible in time,

1-D, mass+momentum,

laminar, unsteady

compressible, perfect gas,

Numerical mass+momentum+energy,

(FDM)

Numerical mass+momentum+energy,

(FDM)

Cylindrical Numerical

Cylindrical

Rectanglar

Cylindrical

Rectangular

conventional Numerical parabolic, compressible,

Non-

Reference HP Type Geometry
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(1997)

Faghri

Zuo &

(1997)

High-T

Room-T

startup

frozen

Room-T

loaded

(1994)

Ochterbeck

gas

Harley

Cylindrical

Cylindrical

Cylindrical

1-D, energy,

transient

elliptic, compressible,

mass+momentum+energy,

2-D,

HPTAM code used
excess liquid from

compressible, gas perfect,

1-D, mass+momentum,

unsteady, and quasi-steady

conductivity and capacity

thin wick, effective thermal

2-D, transient heat conduction,

Effect of non-condensible

SIMPLE code used, good

process included

energy balance

El-Genk & Huang (1993)

Cao & Fahgri (1990),

Clapeyron at saturation agreement with tests with

Energy from Clausius

free-molecular regime

included, insignificant

steady capillary pumping gas included, sublimation

from kinetic theory,

conduction, thin wall, temperature, mass from

2-D, transient heat

variations of the thermal heat capacitance with temperature

gas, pressure balance for gas front,

FDM/BEM laminar, turbulent, viscous,

Numerical

(Lumped)

Analytical evaporator, condenser), uniform regional temperatures, gas and vapor perfect

Uniform Sublim/Cond

Cao & Faghri (1990)

(Uniform temperature)
radiative boundary at
condenser

Good comparisons with

Not included

void fraction

convective and

Not included, only

1-D, regional energy balances from transient lumped model (adiabatic,

conductivity, capacity

effective thermal

Effect not included,

included

fluid flow, solid-liquid

pressure balance, wick

Huang & El-genk (1993),

conduction

balance, pooling of

Brinkman-Forchheimer

Good comparison with
interfacial energy

2-D, transient heat

theory, temperature from

2-D,

(Bowman et al., 1991 )

good comparison with

Beam-warming method,

Implicit non-iterative

Comments

mass+momentum+energy,

Evap/Cond from kinetic

the Clausius Clapeyron

(suction?), saturated

with friction coefficients

Not included

vapor temperature from

Not included

law, unsteady, turbulent

compressible, perfect gas

flux for blowing,

Liquid-vapor interface

mass+momentum+energy,

Wall
Correlation for the mass

Liquid-Wick

1-D,

Vapor

(Lumped) incompressible, transient

Analytical

Low-T

(1994)

Faghri & High-T,

Room-T Cylindrical Numerical

(FDM)

El-Genk

Tournier & High-T

(1991)

Numerical

Cylindrical

Jang et al.

Low-T

Analysis

Reference HP Type Geometry
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(2002)

et al.

Mikheyev

al. (2000)

Sobhan et

(1998)

Vafai

Zhu &

(1998)

Faghri

Zuo &

High-T

Room-T

Low-T

Room-T

Room-T

High-T

incompressible, parabolic,
laminar, quasi-steady,

&
Numerical

HP, Disk

plate HP

Cylindrical
(FDM)

Numerical

(FDM)

elliptic, laminar,

(?)

transient, equation of state

compressible, laminar,

mass+momentum+energy,

conduction
conduction, effective

capacity

thermal conductivity and

2-D, transient heat

boundary condition

conduction, convective

2-D, transient heat

the condenser

equations, transient heat

Brinkman Forchheimer

2-D, mass+momentum,

conductivity and capacity

properties

1-D,

effective thermal

constant thermal

ideal gas, laminar, steady, incompressible, unsteady,

Non-Conven Numerical incompressible, saturated

tional

2-D,

capacity

Fahgri & Harley (1994),

Cao & Faghri (1990),

Huang & El-genk (1993),

Good comparisons with

Comments

and blowing, uniform

comparisons

Clausius-Clapeyron

wick-vapor shear stress

capillary effects,

from energy balance,

equation, temperature

experimental data

comparisons with

normal startup, good

Quick numerical solution,

data

from

Evap/Cond from kinetic

flow analyzed in the wick
structure, no experimental

balance, temperature

Evap/Cond from energy SIMPLE code used, liquid

capillary not included

no experimental

temperatures, velocities,

Evap/Cond from suction Approximation wick, wall

Not included

Liquid-vapor interface

thermal conductivity and convetive boundary at interfacial temperature,

heat conduction,

mass+momentum+energy, mass+momentum+energy,

2-D,

temperature saturation

mass+momentum,

Analytical

conduction

conduction, effective

thermodynamic cycle

cycle

network

1-D, transient heat

1-D, transient radial

conduction,

uniform, thermodynamic

Thermal

Wall

1-D, transient radial heat

1-D, transient heat

1-D, quasi-steady,

Analytical

2-D, 3-D,

Liquid-Wick

Vapor

Analysis

Flat plate

Cylindrical

Reference HP Type Geometry
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Analysis

(2004)

Xuan et al.

High-T

Cylindrical

Comments

Relative good agreement
with experimental data

balance, uniform
temperature, capillary
effects neglected

conduction with
convective boundary
condition

conduction with effective
thermal conductivity and
capacity

model, incompressible,
saturated ideal gas,
laminar, transient

Numerical
(FDM)

experimental comparison

difference method, no

Evap/Cond from energy

Not included

2-D, transient heat

Not included

2-D, transient heat

(pressure and temperature)

boundary conditions

Not included

and implicit finite

Liquid-vapor interface

transient, time dependent

Wall

Using Laplace transform

Liquid-Wick

3-D, heat conduction,

Vapor

1-D, lumped parameter

Lee (2003) Room-T Cylindrical Numerical

Reference HP Type Geometry
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Appendix II:
Description of the Numerical Implicit Scheme
This section deals with the implicit Finite Difference Method used for solving the
one-dimensional transient conduction problem of dryout and rewetting of the evaporator
during pulsed increases of heat loads (Chapter 3). The difference finite formulation
follows the description given by Patankar (1980). The basis of this method is to discretize
the evaporator section in several elements and integrate the bounded heat transfer problem.

General Problem Discretization
The one-dimensional unsteady heat conduction in the wall with a source term and is
given by the general equation
1 ∂Tw ∂ 2Tw q"
=
+
,
α w ∂t
∂x 2 k wδ
where Tw(x,t) is a function of position x and time t.

(A.2.1)

The boundary conditions are

dependent on the local temperature and the liquid front location ε (t).
At x = Le,

∂Tw
∂x

= 0.

(A.2.2)

x = Le

At x = ε (t),
Tw (ε , t ) = Tl (t ) .

(A.2.3)

The thermophysical properties (αw, cw, kw) of the wall material are assumed constant, while
the liquid thermophysical properties (ρl, cl, Hfg, σ, µl) are functions of the liquid saturation
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temperature at the adiabatic section. Since Eq. (A.2.3) is a moving boundary condition, a
third boundary condition is required for determining ε (t). The solution of the liquid front
edge location was given by the heat balance equation (as proved in Chapter 3).
∂Tw
∂x

x =ε ( t )

"
ρl H fg h ⎛
qeff
(t )ε (t ) d ε (t ) ⎞
=
−
⎜⎜ U 0 −
⎟.
ρl H fg h
k wδ ⎝
dt ⎟⎠

(A.2.4)

The thermal problem was solved in the dried wall of the evaporator. Because of the
moving boundary condition (A.2.4) and Eq. (A.2.3), the problem needs to be solved
numerically. The solution is obtained by a fully implicit finite difference approximation.
Equation (A.2.1) was integrated between each nodes varying from Iv to N. Figure A.2.1
shows the fixed grid used for the discretization of Eq. (A.2.1).

Liquid layer
Iv = 5

Tl (t)

i=1

2

G
x
x=0

3

Adiabatic wall

Vapor

ε (t)
4

5

∆xε

6

7

N-2

N-1 i = N

∆x

x = ε(t)

x = Le

Figure A.2.1 Mesh and Fixed Grid Used in the Evaporator Section
for the Numerical Solution
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Discretization of the General Equation (A.2.1)
Using an implicit scheme, Eq. (A.2.1) is be discretized for space step i varying from
Iv+1 to N-1
Ti n +1 − Ti n
Ti +n1+1 − 2Ti n +1 + Ti −n1+1 q"α w
.
= αw
+
2
∆t
k wδ
( ∆x )

(A.2.5)

where n corresponds to the time-step while i corresponds to the space-step.
After rearranging the previous expression,
−C (Ti +n1+1 + Ti −n1+1 ) + (1 + 2C )Ti n +1 = Ti n +

where C 

α w ∆t

( ∆x )

2

q"α w ∆t
,
kwδ

(A.2.6)

is defined as the courant number.

Discretization of the Adiabatic Boundary Condition Eq. (A.2.1)
The boundary condition at x = Le, e.g. i = N, is given by

Ti +n1+1 = Ti −n1+1 ,

(A.2.7)

and the general equation for i = N can be rearranged as

−2CTNn−+11 + (1 + 2C )TNn +1 = TNn +

q "α w ∆t
.
k wδ

(A.2.8)

Discretization of the Moving Boundary Condition Eqs. (A.2.3) and (A.2.4)
The most challenging problem is the movement of the liquid interface. Since large
amounts of heat are released across the interface due to evaporation, the temperature
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gradient through the wall is significant at the liquid-front interface.

Thus, an

approximation of O(∆x)2, O(∆t) is at least necessary to discretize the temperature gradient
in Eq. (A.2.4) and to track the liquid front position. An implicit backward Euler method is
also used for solving the ordinary differential equation of the liquid front position, such as:

ε

n +1

⎛
k δ ∂Tw
= ε + ∆t ⎜ U 0 − w
⎜
ρl H fg h ∂x
⎝
n

x =ε

n+1

"
qeff
(t n +1 )ε n +1 ⎞
⎟.
−
ρl H fg h ⎟⎠

(A.2.9)

Figure A.2.1 shows the mesh grid for the derivation of the equation. It is important to
defined ∆xi such as the step space ratio r (t ) 

∆xε (t )
varies according to
∆x

1
3
≤ r (t ) < .
2
2

Therefore, the temperature gradient at the liquid front edge
an unequally spaced grid point.

(A.2.10)

∂Tw
∂x

is discretized utilizing
x =ε

A second-order Forward Difference Taylor series

expansion is employed such as:
∂Tw
∂x

x =ε n+1

− r 2TIvn++11 + (1 + r ) 2 TIvn +1 − (1 + 2r )Tl n +1
=
+ O ( ∆x 3 ) ,
r (r + 1)∆x

(A.2.11)

where Iv corresponds the nearest grid node after the liquid interface respecting the criterion
presented in Eq. (A.2.10) and expressed in FORTRAN® as the nearest integer function,
Nint,

I v = Nint (

ε (t )
∆x

)+2.

(A.2.12)
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The ratio r was deduced from the previous equation and satisfies

r = ( I v − 1) −

ε (t )
∆x

.

(A.2.13)

If r < 1/2 then Iv = Iv-1 or if r ≥ 3/2 then Iv = Iv+1.
Three special cases need particular attention: 1) when the liquid layer fully saturates
the evaporator length, 2) when the liquid front is close to the adiabatic wall and Iv = N, and
3) when the liquid front is close to the adiabatic wall and Iv = N-1.

Case 1: Full Liquid Saturation ( Iv > N )
This particular case refers to the initial boundary condition (Eq. A.2.14) when the
liquid layer fully saturates the evaporator length,

ε (0) = Le .

(A.2.14)

Therefore, the temperature gradient at the liquid front–edge is taken to zero and the moving
boundary condition (Eq. A.2.9) becomes

ε

n +1

⎛
q"eff (t n +1 )ε n +1 ⎞
= ε + ∆t ⎜ U 0 −
⎟.
⎜
ρl H fg h ⎟⎠
⎝
n

(A.2.15)

This physically means that the liquid only evaporates from the top of the wetted region for
a certain heat flux. When the liquid front starts receding, a temperature gradient is
generated between the dried and wet regions, and Eq. (A.2.9) is solved.
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Case 2: Liquid for ( Iv = N )
The liquid front is close to the adiabatic wall, and only one equation is needed. The
discretization of Eq. (A.2.1) is given by

1+

2C n +1
2C n +1 α w q"∆t
,
TN = TNn +
Tl +
r
r
kwδ

(A.2.16)

Case 3: Liquid for ( Iv = N-1 )
The liquid front is close to the adiabatic wall, two equations are needed. The
discretization of Eq. (A.2.1) is given by

C ⎞ n +1
C n α w q ∆t
⎛
n +1
n +1
,
⎜1 + C + ⎟ TN −1 − CTN = TN −1 + Tl +
r⎠
r
k wδ
⎝
"

n +1
N −1

−2T

n +1
N

+ (1 + 2C )T

α w q"∆t
=T +
,
k wδ
n
N

(A.2.17)

(A.2.18)

Numerical Solution
The Eqs. (A.2.5-A.2.18) are written in a square N×N matrix M under the form

⎡⎣ M i , j ⎤⎦1≤i ≤ N ⎡⎣Ti n +1 ⎤⎦
= ⎡⎣Ti n + Bi ⎤⎦ .
1≤i≤ N
1≤i≤ N
1≤ j ≤ N

(A.2.19)

To determine the temperature profile, a subroutine triagonalizes and reverts M such as
−1

⎡⎣Ti n +1 ⎤⎦
= ⎡⎣ M i , j ⎤⎦1≤i ≤ N ⎡⎣Ti n + Bi ⎤⎦ .
1≤i ≤ N
1≤i≤ N
1≤ j ≤ N

(A.2.20)
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Validation of the model based on Yan & Ochterbeck (1996)
The previous numerical method is compared with the analytical solution based on the
integral method given in Yan & Ochterbeck (1996). For validating the numerical results,
the fluid properties are considered constant and the mass evaporated along the wet region is
neglected. The model is tested for different heat loads.

Convergence Tests of the Numerical Method
A series of convergence tests are performed to prove the validity and accuracy of the
numerical procedures utilized. Three forms of error are usually of concern with numerical
methods and numerical solutions: (1) the truncation error, (2) discretization error, and (3)
round-off error.

Convergence is normally considered the most important numerical

property of a discretization scheme. Furthermore, for transient problems, the concept of
stability is also important. In this study, the convergence test is performed in two ways:
first, vary ∆t with a fixed (minimum) ∆x, and second, vary minimum ∆x for space variable
with a fixed ∆t value. The examination consisted of comparing the analytical and
numerical results for a given experiment time (t = 160 seconds) and uniform source term
(q" = 104 W/m2) while varying one of the above parameters. The convergence results are
presented in Figures A.2.2-3.

Parameter Analysis
Figure A.2.2 shows the effect of number of grid points at two different times for a
fixed courant number. The relative error is defined as the ratio of the difference between
the analytical and numerical predictions of the liquid front over the analytical solution.
The results are quite insensitive, especially for 100 or more grid points.
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Figure A.2.3 shows the effect of the courant number while the number of grid points
remains fixed. By definition of the courant number and with constant wall properties, the
influence of the time step increments is also deduced from Fig. A.2.3. The courant
number slightly influences the shape of the numerical solution. When the courant number
increases, the numerical results deviate from the original solution and the rewetting
behavior occurs more rapidly than expected from the analytical prediction. When the
courant number becomes too small, the convergence criteria defined in Chapter 3 are no
longer satisfied, and the program stops running. Based on the numerical experimentation
outlined here, a set of parameters was chosen for the computational results presented in
Chapter 3. It is verified that the numerical solution remains stable for different courant
numbers and independent of the number of space grid steps.

The found parameters are summarized as
1. the minimum number of grid points, N = 100 which corresponds to
2. the size step of time increment, ∆t = 0.055 seconds
4. the maximum to space steps to ensure convergence, ∆x = 5 × 10-2 m
5. the maximum courant number to ensure convergence is between 10-2 and 0.5.
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Appendix III: Thermophysical Properties
The thermophysical properties of the working fluids utilized in the transient code
were expressed as functions of the saturation temperature and given in SI units. Water and
ammonia were curve-fitted from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
data; whereas, the liquid ethanol was taken from Faghri (1995). The curve fits were
obtained by polynomial regression using the least-square method. The formula of the
curve-fit is
Standard 5th-Polynomial
2

3

4

5

⎛ T ⎞
⎛ T ⎞
⎛ T ⎞
⎛ T ⎞
⎛ T ⎞
Prop = a0 + a1 ⎜
⎟ + a2 ⎜
⎟ + a3 ⎜
⎟ + a4 ⎜
⎟ + a5 ⎜
⎟ ,
⎝ 100 ⎠
⎝ 100 ⎠
⎝ 100 ⎠
⎝ 100 ⎠
⎝ 100 ⎠

(A.3.1)

or Logarithmic 5th-Polynomial
2

3

4

5

⎛ T ⎞
⎛ T ⎞
⎛ T ⎞
⎛ T ⎞
⎛ T ⎞
ln( Prop ) = a0 + a1 ⎜
⎟ + a2 ⎜
⎟ + a3 ⎜
⎟ + a4 ⎜
⎟ + a5 ⎜
⎟ ,
⎝ 100 ⎠
⎝ 100 ⎠
⎝ 100 ⎠
⎝ 100 ⎠
⎝ 100 ⎠

(A.3.2)

where ai =1..5 are the coefficients of the regression and T is the temperature in K.
Table A.3.1 presents the thermophysical properties of ammonia, ethanol, and water
and temperature range of validity. The symbol (P) refers to a Standard Polynomial
function; whereas, the symbol (L) refers to a logarithmic equation.
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Table A.3.1 Coefficients of Curve-fitted Property-Temperature
of Working Fluids Utilized

Ammonia
270-380 K
ρl
ρv
cl
cpv
Hfg
σ
µl

P
L
P
P
P
P
P

Ethanol
273-413 K
ρl
cl
Hfg
σ
µl

P
P
P
P
P

Water
280-550 K
ρl
ρv
cl
cpv
Hfg
σ
µl

P
L
P
P
P
P
L

a0

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

-7972.3
-174.01
-341.52
-32.814
-27154
0.10033
0.02308

15042
279.18
645.64
44.009
49248
5.4632e-2
-3.4251e-2

-10098
-185.62
-479.07
-22.069
-33037
-8.0189e-2
2.0753e-2

3297.8
63.024
176.57
176.56
10818
3.1140e-2
-6.3402e-3

-526.86
-10.743
-32.323
-32.323
-1734.3
-5.6809e-3
9.7153e-4

32.757
0.73141
2.3539
2.3539
108.17
4.1599e-4
-5.9588e-5

a0

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

-1.0791e-1
-6.1431e-1
1028.6
24.419
5.8942e-1

-7.7201e-1
2.6793e-1
-108.68
-8.1477
-2.2540

1.5906
1.3888e-1
104.34
-1.1450
1.0283

-1.6139
-4.3856e-5
-203.92
8.6540e-1
-8.8574e-1

7.1873e-1
-4.4424e-2
1106.3
-7.6432e-1
4.7884e-1

-1.2075e-1
1.5104e-2
-24.604
1.9148e-1
-9.7493e-2

a0

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

-820.71
-68.62
127.56
-32.814
-1955.9
0.12666
50.668

2001.6
52.894
-143.94
44.009
5744.9
-3.8517e-2
-57.958

-835.77
-17.525
65.649
-22.069
-2745.2
1.5671e-2
23.688

167.25
3.1666
-14.612
5.477423
614.13
-4.1552e-3
-4.9807

-16.376
-0.30147
1.5830
-0.677186
-66.150
4.3886e-4
0.53004

0.59799
0.011981
-0.06635
0.034086
2.6459
-1.5773e-5
-0.022662

Units: ρl (kg/m3), ρv (kg/m3), cl (J/kg-K), cpv (J/kg-K), Hfg (kJ/kg), σ (N/m), and µl (N.s/m2)
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